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ABSTRACT 
A comparison of three conditions of partial dictation 
(PD) recall -- immediate recall (Cl), transclausal recall 
(C2) and post-lecture recall (C3) -- administered, along 
with post-lecture quizzesI to fifty-three ESL students 
revealed no significant correlations with either the PAT 
or the TOEFL (LC), but Cl and C2 did correlate with post- 
lecture quizzes which were very low in reliability. 
Scores on these quizzes were affected by recall condition. 
Reliability for PD was high in all three conditions, 
C2 having the highest. Scores on the recall tasks 
differed by condition and by item positionI significant 
effects being revealed for both, as well as for the 
interaction between them. Cl scores showed a recency 
effect, due perhaps to modality, but in the other two 
conditions item position scores were more even across all 
four positions with some primacy effect evident. Mean 
scores for C3 were very lowI however. 
While the relationship between partial dictation and 
global listening comprehension remains problematic, the 
lack of a priinacy/recency effect typical of serial recall 
indicates that complex processing of ongoing discourse is 
required for the PD recall tasks. As a research tool for 
investigating particular features of intake (as compared 
to input), the transclausal recall condition looks 
especially promosing. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
I n t e g r a t i v e  t h e o r i e s  of  t e s t i n g  have l e n t  new suppor t  
f o r  p a r t i a l  d i c t a t i o n  a s  a  method of a s s e s s i n g  l e a r n e r  
comprehension. I n  t h i s  method, t e s t e e s  a r e  r e q u i r e d  t o  
write s e v e r a l  words a t  a  time i n  b l anks  l e f t  i n  a  t e x t  
which t h e y  have j u s t  heard.  However, l i t t l e  r e s e a r c h  has  
been conducted on p a r t i a l  d i c t a t i o n  a s  a  measure of g l o b a l  
l i s t e n i n g  comprehension o r  a s  a  r e s e a r c h  t o o l .  I n  t h i s  
c h a p t e r  i n t e g r a t i v e  t h e o r i e s  w i l l  be  reviewed and 
c o n t r a s t e d  wi th  p r e v i o u s l y  he ld  d i s c r e t e- p o i n t  t h e o r i e s .  
Following on from t h i s ,  t h e  v a l i d i t y  and t h e  methodology 
of c l o z e  procedures ,  d i c t a t i o n  and f r e e  r e c a l l  t e s t s  w i l l  
be  d i s c u s s e d  i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  t h o s e  of p a r t i a l  d i c t a t i o n .  
T h i s  review w i l l  p rov ide  t h e  b a s i s  f o r  t h e  r e s e a r c h  
conducted f o r  t h i s  t h e s i s ,  i n  which t h r e e  t y p e s  of p a r t i a l  
d i c t a t i o n  a r e  c o n t r a s t e d  f o r  t h e i r  r e l i a b i l i t y  and 
v a l i d i t y ,  and f o r  t h e i r  u s e f u l n e s s  i n  i n v e s t i g a t i n g  
l e a r n e r s 1  i n t a k e .  
--*- 
I n  t h e  f i e l d  of second o r  f o r e i g n  language t e s t i n g  
t h e r e  has  been some movement away from d i s c r e t e  p o i n t ,  
m u l t i p l e  cho ice  formats  towards i n t e g r a t i v e  and pragmat ic  
ones.  Advocates of t h e  forme; f e l t  t h a t  syn tax  should  be  
g iven  p r i o r i t y  i n  t e s t i n g  and t h a t  " t h e  e lements  of  
language (grammarI vocabularyl pronunciation etc.) can be 
profitably studied - and tested - as separate universes... 
We need to test the elements and the skills separatelyn 
(Lado 1961:28). The format usually associated with this 
approach is the multiple choice test of grammarI "in which 
single sentences are the maximum stimulus unit presented 
or response required... Such tests also use separate 
tasks or subtests to assess the 'four skills' (Wesche 
1983: 43) . 
Opponents of this approach have attacked it on the 
grounds that these types of tests do not assess the 
communicative abilities of language learners. Rather than 
discrete linguistic componentsI language tests should 
concentrate on the total communicative effect of an 
utterance (Carroll 1961). Discrete point tests may be 
very practical for administrative purposesI but 
identifying and evaluating the contribution of a given 
item to total language communication may be impossible 
(Spolsky 1973). In integrative testsI on the other handI 
*all components of language are integrated and tested in 
combination in a meaningful contextn (Van ElsI et al. 
1984:321). Language is presentedI not in isolated 
sentencesI words or syllablesl but in discourse (wesche 
1983). In these ways "integrative tests... are intended 
to tap the total communicative abilities of second 
language learners" (Farhady 1979:348). It is the 
combination of skills used in normal communication that is 
tested, rather than reading, writing, listening and 
speaking as separate behaviours. 
Oller has attacked analytical forms of testing 
because they remove linguistic units "from the meaningful 
contexts in which they occur" (Oller 1971:258). He also 
claims that individual skills cannot be isolated and that 
therefore tests should call on a variety of skills. This 
claim is based on empirical findings which have shown a 
large amount of overlap in batteries of tests. Eisama 
(1977) for example, analysed four ESL proficiency tests 
and concluded that all four tests were measures of 'a 
single global proficiency factor." However, when the PSI 
Oral Interview was included in a study by Hinofotis (1976) 
the general factor accounted for less of the variance than 
in previous studies (specifically, Irvine, Atai and Oller 
1974). Oller admits that the Einofotis study raises the 
possibility of separate skills, but points out that the 
study nevertheless rules out "the possibility of separable 
componentsn such as, "phonology versus vocabulary versus 
grammar and the like" (Oller l979:43l,432). 
Tests should be pragmatic as well as integrative, according 
to Oller. That is they should meet the two "pragmatic 
naturalness criterian by 
invoking and challenging the efficiency of the 
learner's expectancy grammar, first by causing the 
learner to process temporal sequences in the 
language that conform to normal contextual restraints, 
and second by requiring the learner to understand the 
systematic correspondences of linguistic contexts and 
extralinguistic contexts. (1979:34) 
This "pragmatic expectancy grammarn is defined as, 
a pyschologically real system that sequentially 
orders linguistic elements in time and in relation 
to extralinguistic contexts in meaningful ways. 
(op-cit.) 
Furthermore, if we are going to reject discrete point 
grammar teaching techniques in favour of integrative, 
communicative approaches, we should use integrative, 
communicative tasks to test second language ability. 
Tests should challenge the learner's ability to process 
the language under realistic conditions, and therefore 
natural discourse should be the basis for these tests, 
with the importance of context being stressed. 
Eowever, the advantages of integrative over discrete 
point test formats may only be theoretical. Farhady 
(1979) compared the correlation coefficients between both 
types of tests as reported in the literature and concluded 
from the high correspondences between them and from the 
high loadings on a general factor that "there is virtually 
no difference between discrete point and integrative tests 
in what they measure or their resultsm (1979:354). 
Because other research has shown that 'there is a 
significant difference in the performance of foreign 
students from different language and educational 
backgrounds on how t h e y  s c o r e  on d i s c r e t e  p o i n t  and 
i n t e g r a t i v e  testsm ( o p . c i t . ) ,  Farhady advoca te s  
a d m i n i s t e r i n g  both  types of t e s t s  b e f o r e  any d e c i s i o n s  
a f f e c t i n g  placement a r e  made. 
I n  f a c t  it is g e n e r a l l y  accep ted  now t h a t  t h e  l a b e l s  
' d i s c r e t e  p o i n t m  and ' i n t e g r a t i v e "  a r e  t h e  ex t remes  of a  
continuum w i t h i n  which a l l  k i n d s  of g r a d a t i o n  a r e  p o s s i b l e  
(Van E l s ,  e t  a l .  1984:321). The h i g h e r  t h e  l e v e l  of  
language o r g a n i s a t i o n  used i n  a measure, t h e  more 
i n t e g r a t i v e  it is (Wesche 1983) .  
~~ 
One of t h e  most popula r  measures t o  come o u t  of  t h i s  
movement towards i n t e g r a t i v e l p r a g m a t i c  t e s t s  has  been t h e  
c l o z e  procedure  o r i g i n a l l y  developed by Taylor  (1953) t o  
r a t e  t h e  d i f f i c u l t y  of read ing  pas sages  f o r  n a t i v e  
speakers .  T h i s  t echn ique  i n v o l v e s  r e p l a c i n g  e v e r y  n t h  
word ( u s u a l l y  5 t h  o r  7 t h )  i n  a  con t inuous  t e x t  w i th  a  
blank.  T e s t  s u b j e c t s  have t o  a t t e m p t  t o  f i l l  i n  t h e  
miss ing  words. Modified c l o z e  t e s t s  may d e l e t e  words on 
t h e  b a s i s  of  o t h e r  c r i t e r i a  t h a n  e v e r y  n t h  word (e.g. on ly  
f u n c t i o n  words, o r  eve ry  n t h  word excep t  p roper  names 
e t c . ) .  Although t h e  r e s u l t s  of r e s e a r c h  us ing  t h e  c l o z e  
procedure  f o r  second language t e s t s  were n o t  ve ry  
encouraging a t  f i r s t  ( C a r r o l l ,  e t  a l .  19591, l a t e r  
f i n d i n g s  have l e d  t o  a  growth i n  its p o p u l a r i t y .  Much of 
the research concerns the concurrent validity of cloze 
tests with other forms of language tests. Summarising 
this research Van Els, et a1 conclude that 
there certainly is a relation between scores on 
cloze tests and scores on tests measuring different 
kinds of language proficiency, but it is not possible 
to establish exactly what a cloze test does measure 
(1984:327,328). 
However, Oiler's survey of cloze test research 
indicates that the procedure is useful in measuring 
foreign language proficiency (1973:llO). Cohen (1980) 
claims that a testee has to use linguistic, textual and 
world knowledge to guess the missing words, while Oller 
explains high correlations between scores on cloze tests 
and scores on other measures, especially tests of 
listening comprehension, in terms of the testee's 
internalised "expectancy grammar," claiming that they are 
tests of discourse level processing, and measure overall 
comprehension of a text. Oller also claims that it would 
be hard to fill in the blanks without mapping the text 
onto extralinguistic context, and that there are time 
constraints involved since long segments of text must 
often be taken into account. 
Unless short term memory is aided by a fairly 
efficient grammatical system that processes segments 
fairly quickly leaving the short term memory free to 
handle new incoming segments, errors occur. At 
least some of those errors will be the result of a 
breakdown in the processing of long range temporal 
constraints (1979:347). 
Cloze tests, therefore, meet both of Oiler's "pragmatic 
naturalness criteria." Claims that cloze items are only 
sensitive to contexts limited to a small number of words 
either side of a blank are dismissed because of the 
findings of research by Chihara, et al. (1977), and Oiler 
himself (1975). 
If there may still be some doubt about the 
relationship between short term memory and cloze tests, 
such is not the case with dictation, which, in its modern 
form at least, has regained popularity as an 
integrative/pragmatic type of language test (e.g. Brodkey 
1972). For discrete point advocates it seemed to be 
little more than a spelling test. Lado has said that "on 
critical inspection it appears to measure very little of 
language," (1961:28) because so much is given. 
(Presumably this refers to dictation procedures which do 
not challenge the testee's short term memory since words 
and phrases are read very slowly and repeated often.) 
However, since Valette (1964) reported high correlations 
between dictation and tests of reading, writing and 
listening, it has gained acceptability as a general 
language proficiency test. She recommends that 
1. The passage for dictation be read at normal speed once 
without testees writing anything. 
2. On the second reading pauses be made between phrases 
during which testees write down what they have heard. 
3. The e n t i r e  passage  be  read a g a i n  a t  normal speed,  and 
4. The t e s t e e s  be  g iven  a few minutes  f o r  f i n a l  r e v i s i o n .  
Ph rases  may be read  a s  o f t e n  a s  t w i c e  du r ing  2., bu t  t h e  
examiner must be c o n s i s t e n t  and n o t  respond t o  r e q u e s t s  
f o r  f u r t h e r  r e p e t i t i o n s  by examinees (1967:140). 
O l l e r  stresses t h a t  
b reaks  should  be  spaced f a r  enough a p a r t  t o  
c h a l l e n g e  t h e  l i m i t s  of t h e  s h o r t  term memory of t h e  
l e a r n e r s  and t o  f o r c e  a  deeper  l e v e l  of p roces s ing  
than  mere phone t i c  echoing.. .  Probably sequences  much 
l e s s  t han  seven words i n  l e n g t h  should  be  avoided 
(l979:273) . 
These b reaks  should  occur  a t  n a t u r a l  break p o i n t s  i n  t h e  
d i s c o u r s e  where pauses  might normal ly  occur.  Sometimes it 
may be neces sa ry  t o  break i n  t h e  middle of a  c l a u s e ,  o r  
even i n  t h e  middle of a  s e r i e s  of  p h r a s e s  w i t h i n  a  c l a u s e .  
I n  a l l  c a s e s ,  " t h e  most n a t u r a l  break p o i n t s  a r e  t o  be  
p r e f e r r e d "  (op. c i t . 2 7 4 ) .  Pause l e n g t h s  can be c a l c u l a t e d  
by s u b v o c a l i s i n g  each sequence of words twice. O l l e r  
f e e l s  t h a t  i f  a  c l o s e  s i m u l a t i o n  of an a c t u a l  l i s t e n i n g  
t a s k  is d e s i r a b l e ,  t h e  m a t e r i a l  should  be  read  on ly  once. 
S ince  V a l e t t e ' s  work, o t h e r  r e s e a r c h e r s  have found an 
encouraging s t a t i s t i c a l  r e l a t i o n s h i p  between d i c t a t i o n  and 
t h e  u s u a l  t e s t  b a t t e r i e s .  Spolsky,  e t  a l .  ( 1968) ,  f o r  
example, a l s o  found t h a t  adding va ry ing  l e v e l s  of wh i t e  
n o i s e  t o  t h e  r eco rd ings  used i n  d i c t a t i o n  t a s k s  r e s u l t e d  
i n  h ighe r  l e v e l s  of d i s c r i m i n a t i o n  among advanced 
l e a r n e r s .  O l l e r ,  e t  a 1  (1971) found h igh  c o r r e l a t i o n s  
between scores on dictations and the other four components 
(vocabulary, grammar, composition and phonology) of a 
battery of tests used at U.C.L.A. They concluded that the 
dictation seemed to be "the best single measure of the 
totality of Engl'ish language skills being testedn 
(1971: 255) . 
As with the cloze procedure, how a dictation works can 
be explained in terms of the learner's expectancy grammar 
and the two pragmatic naturalness criteria: 
Since dictation activates the learner's internalised 
grammar of expectancy, which we assume is the central 
component of his language competence, it is not 
surprising that a dictation test yields substantial 
information concerning his overall proficiency in the 
language (Oiler and Streif 1975:78). 
Van Els, et a1 (1984:328) summarise the psycholinguistic 
process involved in dictation, as with the cloze 
procedure, as analysis-by-synthesis . 
Further support for dictation comes from the results 
of error analysis, especially by Oiler (1971, 19791, and 
by Johansson (1973) who points out that 
the fact that the listener utilizes his knowledge 
on all levels of the language is clearly borne out 
by an examination of errors in partial dictation 
(1973 : 124) . 
Errors made are of different types and occur at every 
level (phonological, lexical grammatical); therefore 
dictation must be more than just a spelling test. 
u u a w - m  
It can be seen then that dictation and other recall 
tasks (such as elicited imitation and aural cloze) are 
based on the assumption that successful recall reflects 
skill in processing spoken texts. Some support for this 
assumption can be found in the results of research into 
short term memory and free recall. Spitze and Fischer 
(1981) found that in a variety of free recall tasks, 
advanced university level students of ESL were able to 
use both meaning and syntax for structuring information in 
short term memory, while intermediate students were not. 
Advanced students still found the semantic information 
easier to utilise than the syntactic. 
Comparing various first language listening tasks, 
Bostrom and Waldhart (1980) concluded that, 
short term -listening ability seemed more closely 
related to measures of oral performance whereas 
lecture comprehension did so to general mental 
ability (1980:721). 
If the cloze procedure and 'standard dictationa both 
test a language learner's expectancy grammar, and 
standard dictation is also valid because it is a test of 
recall, then a combination of the two in one format should 
also be valid. In fact further advantages for partial 
dictation hzve been claimed. It is easier to administer 
and score than dictation; it provides more context since a 
written text is provided with blanks to be filled in: and 
it overcomes the problems of local redundancy in cloze 
tests because multiple words are deleted (Johansson 
1973~127). Further? as discussed in CHAPTER II? it 
provides potential "to select particular features of the 
input for examination" (Chaudron 1985). 
However? while cloze and dictation tests have both 
received a good deal of attention from researchers, very 
little attention has been paid to partial dictation as a 
test of proficiency or comprehension. Consequently, very 
little is known about its relative effectiveness and the 
processes involved in completing such a task. It is the 
purpose of this thesis to attempt to partially fill this 
information gap. 
The thesis contains three further chapters. CHAPTER 
I1 reviews the literature concerning the various types of 
partial dictations which have been used in ESL research? 
and poses research questions to be answered and hypotheses 
to be tested . CHAPTER I11 describes the methods and 
procedures used in an experiment conducted by the writer 
using various forms of partial dictation as tests of 
recall and comprehension admininistered to foreign 
students in the English Language Institute of a North 
American University. CHAPTER IV presents the results of 
the study and discusses them in terms of the hypotheses 
and related research questions. Finally? CHAPTER V 
summarises the implications of the findings, considers the 
limitations of the research conducted, and recommends 
directions for further research. 
CHAPTER I1 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Only two studies involving partial dictation and 
second language learners have been published to date, 
Johanssonls (1973) and Chaudron's (1985). However, there 
are published studies in the psychology of memory which 
have a bearing on partial dictation. These will be 
discussed first, along with elicited imitation because of 
its similarity to partial dictation. After describing the 
methodology and discussing the results of the Johansson 
and Chaudron studies, the research questions and 
hypotheses generated for the present study will be 
presented. 
~-~~~~ , 
In the field of cognitive psychology some of the 
research on memory processes has involved free and ordered 
recall of lists of (seemingly) unrelated items. The 
results of this research have led to the formation of 
tentative theories hypothesising two kinds or levels of 
memory (or retrieval) usually termed short term memory 
(STMI and long term memory (LTM) (see Tulving 1968, and 
Puff, (Ed.) 1982, for summaries of this research on free 
recall and memory). These theories are based on primacy, 
and recency effects evident in scores on free recall tests 
(e.g. Murdock 1962). That is, subjects remember items at 
the beginning and end of a list more easily than those in 
the middle. HoweverI the recency effect (remembering 
items just heard or seen at the end of a list) can be 
destabilised by delaying recall when the delay is filled 
with a rehearsal-blocking activity (Postman and Philips 
1965, Glanzer and Cunitz 1966, Glanzer and Raze1 1974). 
Ease of recall is enhancedI on the other hand, if the 
items can be assigned membership in a categoryI in other 
words if they can be processed as elements of a larger 
whole (Meumann 1913). Modality also has an effect. 
Auditory presentation produces an elevated end peak in the 
serial position curve (i.e. recency effect) as compared 
with visual presentation (Murdock and Walker 1969). It is 
of methodological interest here to note that responses in 
these memory tests are acceptedI 
with minor pronunciation or spelling errors... 
ignored. Minor errors in word form, such as 
singular-plural substitutionsI are usually 
ignored as well. Synonym substitutionsI on the 
other hand, are usually not considered correct 
(Murphy and Puff 1982:113). 
Some of these findings were used in the development of 
a STM proficiency measure in second language research by 
Spitze and Fischer (198llI already referred to in CHAPTER 
I. The design of their measures was based also on 
findings that STM fades rapidly if not renewedI and that 
organization is primarily at the phonological level. 
Reasoning with reference to Miller (1956) that syntactic 
and semantic structure should help in organising lists of 
words into chunks, they investigated the differences 
between scores obtained on STM tasks by native speakers 
and nonnative speakers of English at two different levels 
of proficiency. Their subjects consisted of three groups: 
14 native speakers, mainly graduate students at a North 
American university; 14 intermediate students in the 
English Language Institute of the same university; and 14 
advanced ESL students. 6 lists of 8 words each were 
compiled in each of 5 types of lists. These included 
random, semantically related, semantically paired, 
scrambled sentences, and sentences. The order of these 
lists was randomised, but not counterbalanced. A male 
native speaker of Standard American English recorded the 
lists at a rate of one word per second with longer pauses 
between lists. Subjects wrote down each list in order 
after hearing on headphones in a language laboratory. No 
time limit was imposed. Serial position curves computed 
from the scores show that the lower level learners were 
only able to use information at the phonological level, 
not at the semantic or syntactic level, while the higher 
level learners were able to use the semantic information, 
but little of the syntactic information which helped the 
native speakers get almost perfect scores with sentences. 
What is interesting here is the difference in the effects 
on serial position curves of list types. Treating the 
words as unrelated items produced the usual 
primacy/recency curve dipping in the middle. In contrast, 
assimilating the organising principles in the lists 
improved recall of words in list- medial positions and 
flattened the curve. The intermediate ESL students 
produced typical free recall curves for all list types, 
while the advanced students produced shallower curves for 
semantically paired lists and sentences. The native 
speakers produced a flat line for sentences and a recency 
effect terminal peak for semantically paired words. 
These studies relate to partial dictation because 
they suggest that if recall of items in multiple word 
deletions in a partial dictation task produces a 
primacy/recency curve then little linguistic processing is 
taking place since the subjects are treating the words as 
unrelated items and probably relying almost entirely on 
phonological information. 
A further area of recall tasks to be considered here 
is that of elicited imitation, which requires a subject to 
repeat a sentence just heard. This measure was originally 
used to measure children's linguistic development in their 
first language, but it has been used in second language 
testing because it overcomes the problem of avoidance in 
free conversation. It also provides the security of a 
researcher constructed model and is therefore good for 
comparison across subjects (Leung 1985). Like dictation, 
elicited imitation tasks must challenge the limits of STM 
to ensure that linguistic processing occurs. Research 
investigating memory factors indicates that success in 
1 
elicited imitation depends on a combination of a memory 
factor and an internalised grammar factor (Markman, Spilka 
and Tucker 1975). Since it is a similar task, this should 
also be true for partial dictation. Other research using 
elicited imitation (Butterworth and Hatch 1978, Adams 
1978) has demonstrated the importance of context to 
facilitate the task, something also missing from free or 
ordered recall tests. 
The Standard English Repetition Test has proved over 6 
years to have highly stable test-retest correlations and 
to correlate with other tests of language ability 
(Gallimore and Tharpe 1981). This is an elicited 
imitation recall test so it also suggests that concurrent 
validity can be established for partial dictation. 
Valettets original (1967) suggestions for partial or 
spot dictation amount to a modified cloze test coupled 
with a simultaneous spoken version of the text. She 
describes the procedure as follows: 
In a partial dictation each student receives a 
copy of a passage in which function words, or 
often merely prefixes and endings, have been 
left out. As he listens to the passage being 
read, he fills in the blanks. 
And she claims that, 
Such dictations, while necessitating a certain 
amount of advance preparation, have two distinct 
advantages. First, they can be administered 
more rapidly and scored more objectively than 
conventional dictations. Second, they permit 
the teacher to test only the problem areas; 
students do not waste time writing words and 
phrases that they already handle relatively 
accurately (1967:139). 
While some researchers have used cloze procedures as 
suggested by Taylor (1953) following oral presentation of 
the text (Smith and Rafiqzad 1979, Oakeshott-Taylor 1979, 
Henning, Gary and Gary 1981), the two studies to be 
reviewed here involved deletions of more than one word 
which were filled during pauses provided in the recorded 
texts. Differences in procedures are immediately obvious 
from comparisons of the two studies, especially as to 
whether or not the subjects were able to read the written 
text while they were listening to the recorded version. 
Following Valette (19671, Johansson (1973) conducted 
the first published research on the use of partial 
dictation as a test of foreign language proficiency. His 
format differs from ordinary dictation in that firstly, 
the passages presented for dictation are played from a 
tape recorder, not read out by a teacher, and secondly, 
subjects listen to the recording only once. Johansson 
claims that, 
Since passages to be wtitten down are played from 
a tape-recorder, it is possible to use a variety 
of different voices and speech situations 
(recordings in different dialects and 
registers)... Finally, the testing situation in 
partial dictation seems to be more natural, since 
the passages heard are not interrupted as often as 
in ordinary dictation (1973:125). 
In contrast to Valette's somewhat discrete point approach, 
Johansson suggests that a possible way to overcome the 
local redundancy problems inherent in cloze tests 
mentioned by Carroll (1972) would be to introduce multiple 
word deletions, "In this case the restoration of the 
missing elements would have to rely much more on the 
comprehension of the whole text" (1973:126). As defined 
by Johansson, partial dictation differs also from cloze in 
that subjects listen to the complete text and he claims 
that the listening element should overcome Carroll's 
criticism that cloze measures general intelligence factors 
by testing inferential processes since it tests aural 
comprehension within a limited time span. 
With these arguments as a basis, Johansson deleted an 
increasing number of words from successive sentences in 
two continuous texts of about 300 words each, after 
providing several complete sentences as lead-in context. 
One text was adapted from a radio programme, and the other 
from a published written account. Both were book reviews. 
Deletions varying from 2 words to 10 words at a time, and 
adding up to a total of 100 words in each text, were made 
immediately before natural breaks or pauses in the 
discourse, i.e. at the ends of clauses or sentences. 
Pauses during which subjects were to fill in the blanks 
were provided in the recordings immediately following the 
deletions. Johansson states that previous (unfortunately 
unpublished) experiments with partial dictation showed 
that placing the pauses later in the text made the task 
too difficult; subjects could not remember which words 
they had to fill in, and a high frequency of omissions 
resulted. Even when this policy caused pauses to occur in 
the middle of sentences, Johansson's test items worked 
satisfactorily. The pauses varied in length depending on 
the number of words deleted, which in turn varied 
"depending on the possibilities offered by the text" 
(1973:126). 
The two recordings differed in several respects. The 
speaker used in the one adapted from the radio was a male 
native speaker of British English (RP). The rate of 
speech was lower, but there were "slight disturbances" in 
the sound quality. The speaker who recorded the 
adaptation from a published text was a female native 
speaker of Standard American English. The speed of 
delivery was "very highn, but there were no sound 
distortions. 
The two partial dictations were administered through 
headphones in a language laboratory to 80 Swedish 
university students of English during their first week of 
study at Lund University. The recorded material was heard 
only once, but a few minutes for final revision were 
allowed. Testees were instructed to "listen carefully and 
fill in the blanks in the text." They were informed that 
the tapes would stop after each gap. 
The scoring system Johansson used gave one point to 
each correct word in the right position. Minor spelling 
errors which would not affect pronunciation or cause 
confusion between homophonous words were disregarded. 
Less latitude was allowed for high frequency words than 
for "more unusual" ones in cases of doubt. Incorrect 
derivational or inflexional endings were always considered 
incorrect. 
Despite the differences between the two recordings 
specified above, a significant product moment correlation 
( . 88 )  was found between scores on the two tests. 
Johansson claims high reliability for partial dictation 
from this intercorrelation (1973:127). A comparison of 
average scores for top and bottom halves on each item 
showed good discrimination also. The scores of 20 
students selected at random from those under 30 years of 
age were compared with their scores on 5 other tests: 
1. A 120-item multiple choice English to Swedish 
translation test. 
2. A 100-item multiple choice test of English grammar. 
3 .  A pronunciation test in which subjects had to read 
aloud words and sentences. 
4. A 100-item multiple choice Swedish vocabulary test. 
5 .  A speaking test in which a story had to be retold and a 
series of pictures described. 
Product moment correlations ranged from .62 for the 
speaking test, to .86 for the translation and grammar 
tests combined. 
A detailed error analysis of responses from all 80 
students was also conducted. Errors were classified 
according to level of linguistic structure (phonology, 
lexis , grammar) and type of error (omission, addition, 
reordering, substitution etc.). Omission of lexical items 
constituted the largest category of errors, especially 
where words in the middle of a phrase or sentence were 
concerned. However, errors were found ranging across all 
classifications, and Johansson found that they could be 
assigned to weaknesses in proficiency in various skills at 
all linguistic levels. As in Spitze and Fischer (19811, 
evidence was found for a relationship between level of 
proficiency and linguistic level of processing. Low 
proficiency subjects appeared to rely on the phonological 
level almost exclusively, while more advanced students 
were able to work on syntactic and semantic levels as 
well. 
Johansson concludes that his analysis adds weight to 
the claim that in order to produce a correct response in a 
dictation, or partial dictation, a testee must use his 
knowledge on all levels of the language system, assigning 
a correct syntactic and semantic analysis to each item, 
,I i.e. providing a correct response is impossible without 
comprehension." He feels, therefore, that partial 
dictation is a useful test of listening comprehension, but 
should not replace other techniques necessary to test 
higher levels of comprehension. The high correlations 
obtained with other measures of foreign languge 
proficiency led him to suggest that partial dictation 
might be used as "a global estimate of a subject's 
proficiency in a foreign language." However, while 
partial dictation would seem to measure mainly perception, 
JohansSon points out that evaluating the relative 
importance of receptive and productive skills will always 
be a problem. 
The second study on partial dictation was conducted 
by Chaudron (1985). In order to develop measures of 
learners' intake so that it can be compared with target 
language input, Chaudron investigated the reliability and 
validity of two tests of recall of a recently heard text. 
His choice of formats was guided by the "need to look at 
the instantaneous perception and processing of input 
forms." While listening cloze and dictation had been used 
before as measures of general proficiency, Chaudron felt 
that they could be used "to localize and specify the 
processing of input as intake," since they provide "the 
potential to select particular features of the input for 
examination. [and] There is less potential for more 
complex knowledge or learner's inferences to interfere 
with their responses." (p.289) Also a partial dictation 
and a fixed-ratio recall cloze would be less complicated 
to construct than either a multiple choice test or the 
type of listening cloze developed by Gregory-Panopoulos 
(1966) in which deletions are inserted into the recordings 
and the missing oral text is replaced by a tone. 
The fixed-ratio cloze recall and partial dictation 
recall measures were based on two authentic video-taped 
lectures on scientific topics. Segments were selected for 
scripting and editing into two mini-lectures. For the 
fixed-ratio cloze recall every fifth word was deleted, and 
two or three consecutive words were deleted for the 
partial dictation. Response booklets for each provided 
transcripts of one or two of the sentences immediately 
preceding pauses in the video-tape recordings. The design 
of the booklets was such as to prevent the subjects from 
following the written text while they were listening. At 
each pause in the videotape they turned the appropriate 
page to complete the clozed/deleted sentences. Thus both 
formats were true tests of recall and therefore some 
grammatical processing was likely. Partly to provide 
motivation, a 12-item summary comprehension quiz covering 
the content of each mini-lecture was constructed for 
administration after listening and completing the recall 
tasks. 
Segments of the two lectures by the same professor 
were used as practice exercises, which preceded first an 
uninterrupted version of each mini-lecture, and then a 
version with 16 pauses of 20 seconds each for the recall 
tasks to be completed in. These pauses occurred in groups 
of four at intervals of one to one-and-a half minutes and 
separated within each group by two or three sentences. 
Subjects were therefore exposed to the recorded material 
twice. 
Chaudron's subjects were 215 adult students at two 
technical academic preparation English language centres in 
the People's Republic of China. They were randomly 
assigned to one of three conditions: partial dictation, 
fixed-ratio cloze, and a free note-taking condition which 
was added for comparison to see how much the recall tasks 
inhibited rehearsal of the lecture content. Subjects in 
this condition were given booklets with blank pages on 
which they could write notes during the pauses if they 
wished. All subjects remained in their assigned 
conditions for both lectures, which were presented four or 
five days apart. 
The scoring system used assigned weighted scores to 
four types of response. No response scored zero, while an 
incorrect word scored one point. An exact word in the 
wrong place (partial dictation only) scored 2 points. 
Phonologically close and semantically plausible words were 
given three points. And finally, exact words in the 
correct position including those with allowable 
misspellings and slight morphological changes earned four 
points. 
Results are not yet complete. Only exact score (4 
points) and plausible score (3 points) results from the 
two recall conditions have been used in analyses to date. 
Chaudron found that the post-lecture quizzes were too easy 
to be reliable, perhaps because of the small number of 
items and the fact that his subjects heard each lecture 
twice. However, the internal relibility measures 
(Cronbach's Alpha) were high for the experimental measures 
on both lectures. Scoring plausible responses reduced 
item difficulty levels, but reliabilities did not improve 
consistently, so Chaudron concludes that scoring for 
statistical purposes by this method is not rewarding 
enough to warrant the extra time and effort. Reliability 
for the partial dictation recall was consistently higher 
than for the fixed-ratio cloze recall measure (internal 
consistency measured by Cronbach's alpha for the two 
lectures was .77 and -83 for one group, and .88 and .89 
for the second group). 
High intercorrelations from lecture 1 to lecture 2 
(test retest) resulted for both experimental conditions, 
with higher correlations resulting for the fixed-ratio 
cloze procedure than for the partial dictation (fixed 
ratio for language center 1 rz.67, language center 2 
r=.74; partial dictation center 1 r=.59, language center 2 
r=.65) Thus, Chaudron was able to conclude that 
listenersg precise recall of audiovisually presented 
material in the target language can be measured reliably. 
He found that the partial dictation measures were more 
difficult than the fixed-ratio cloze recall tests and had 
lower test-retest correlations, but showed higher internal 
reliability. It should be noted, however, that concurrent 
validity with other measures of listening comprehension, 
including standardised ones, has yet to be established for 
Chaudronts two experimental measures. 
--a- 
It has yet to be established how partial dictation 
recall tasks relate to standardised tests or other tests 
of global comprehension. For the present study therefore, 
the first research question was: 
(A) Is there a high correlation between partial dictation 
recall and global comprehension? 
The null hypothesis to be tested was therefore: 
. . .  
- E 1 . W h M - v -  
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It will be remembered that Johansson asserted that 
pauses inserted into dictations for subjects to fill in 
deletions should occur immediately after these deletions 
in the text. Chaudronls design followed this advice. 
However, experimental evidence of the differential effects 
of the placing of pauses has not been published. The 
difference in effect on global comprehension of placing 
the pauses immediately after the deletions compared with a 
clause or sentence later, or even after completion of the 
text, is unknown. The second research question then was: 
(B) Is there a difference between recall condition 
(immediate, transclausal, post-lecture) and 
correlations with global comprehension? 
Thus the null hypothesis: 
E ~ . W ~ M - - -  
. . 
- 
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Reliability is another issue worth investigating when 
comparing different types of partial dictation recall, not 
only with regard to placing of the pauses, but also with 
regard to item positions in the deletions. If each 
deletion comprises a fixed number of items (4 in this 
study) comparisons can be made between the positions of 
these items. 
This leads to the third research question: 
(C)  What is the reliability of recall conditions and item 
positions? 
It was hypothesised that, 
. L e c a u w b i i t h ~  . . R3. &uLi& J z d a L u n  
hY-â . . 
* w h i s h -  . . R4. &uLi& & -  
. 
It has already been pointed out that primacy/recency 
effects evidenced in serial position curves are 
counterevidence of complex linguistic processing. 
Comparing scores computed for each item position in 
deletions of fixed numbers of items will provide evidence 
for or against partial dictation's being a pragmatic test 
as defined by Oller. The final research question asked: 
(Dl What are the differences between item positions 
within deletions across conditions of recall? 
A null hypothesis was that, 
R5. u . . ha=- . . & 
Rowever, because of syntactic predictability, items 
in the first position will be easier to recall than those 
in later positions. As an alternative to E5, then, it was 
predicted that 
E 6 .  &%L.l hy m . . u h e - m  
a x o m  
. . 1 t h x I U J h m  . . 4. 
Evidence from free recall suggests that this may be 
true for the transclausal and post-lecture conditions, but 
if nonsyntactic processing or list recall is taking place 
in the immediate recall condition, primacy/recency effects 
will be evident in serial position curves. This leads to 
the final hypothesis: 




In order to investigate the relative validity and 
reliability of partial dictation recall tests in different 
formats as measures of foreign language proficiency, three 
response formats of each of seven lectures on a variety of 
topics were constructed, along with post-lecture 
comprehension tests. While one was used for piloting, six 
of these mini-lectures were presented in three different 
partial dictation recall formats to ESL students enrolled 
in an advanced academic listening course at the University 
of Hawaii. 
119 graduates and undergraduates in 8 class groups 
attending an advanced academic listening course (ELI 80*) 
in the English Language Institute at the University of 
Hawaii during one of two semesters or summer sessions in 
1985 were originally involved in the project. However, 
complete data were obtained from only 53. Two complete 
class groups were unable to schedule further class time 
*Students are placed in this course as a result of 
either having completed a preliminary academic listening 
course, or results on the placement battery. If they 
score high enough, they can be exempted from these 
courses during an interview. The course is a requirement 
for those placed in it, but they gain no credits towards 
their degrees. They attend regular credited courses in 
their own departments at the same time. 
after the initial sessions. Many students in the 
remaining groups attended only one or two of the three 
sessions required. 
Nationalities of the 53 subjects were concentrated in 
the Orient, but included some from the Pacific. Twelve of 
the subjects were Japanese; twelve Korean; eight were from 
the Republic of China; six from The People's Republic of 
China; three from Vietnam; two each from Indonesia, 
Singapore and Hong Kong; and one each from American Samoa, 
Bangladesh, Malaysia, the Marshall Islands, Nepal and 
Thailand. 
Ages ranged from 19 years old to 65, averaging 28. 
Length of residence in the U.S.A. ranged from a few weeks 
to over 15 years, but about half of the subjects had been 
in the country for less than one year. 
Scores on the placement listening test (Plaister 
Auding Test) and TOEFL listening component are given below 
in CHAPTER IV with other results. 
- 
Seven mini-lectures were adapted from previously 
published instructional material covering a range of 
topics. Each lecture was reduced or expanded to about 500 
words in length. Syntactic complexity, as defined by 
words per T-unit (Hunt 19701, varied from lecture to 
lecture (as shown in table 11, ranging between 9.5 and 
18.9, but low frequency lexical items were changed to 
more common ones where they were considered too esoteric 
or "advanced". Criteria here were subjective, based on 
the researcher's two years' experience with similar 
students in the English Language Institute. After 
allowing two or three sentences as lead-in, 12 deletions 
of 4 consecutive words each were made in each text. 
Selection of the words to be deleted was constrained by 
the need for the following clause or sentence to be of a 
suitable length for a transclausal recall condition. Care 
was taken to avoid making the occurrence of deletions 
predictable by varying the amount of text between them. 
Using the complete texts as scripts, each mini- 
lecture was recorded onto a cassette tape in a 
professional sound studio. Following Kelch (19851, a 
speech rate of about 120 words per minute was adhered to. 
Six of the lectures were read by the same female native 
speaker of standard American English. Lecture 2, "Mark 
Twain Remembers", was read by a male native speaker of 
standard American English. A recording was also made of a 
high note on a xylophone followed by a 20 second pause and 
a low note. 3 versions of each recording were then 
produced; an immediate recall version (condition 1); a 
transclausal recall version (condition 2); and a post- 
lecture recall version (condition 3). For condition 3 the 
original recordings were used with no interruptions. For 
conditions 1 and 2 copies of the original recordings were 
made with the musical tones and 20 second pauses inserted 
at the appropriate locations in the text. Thus for 
condition lI pauses occurred immediately after each 
deletion in the written text, whereas for condition 2 they 
occurred a clause or sentence later. The length of the 
intervening material depended on the possibilities of the 
text, but averaged about 12 words, ranging from 9 to 16. 
Table 1 details the above information for each mini- 
lecture showing title, sourceI length in number of wordsI 
words per T-unit, mean number of words between deletion 






2 Mark Twain. 
3 EIypnotism. 
4 Control of 
Data 
5 Right to Die 
6 The Pyramids 












&is = total number of words. 
k@T = mean words per T-unit. 
a = mean number of words intervening in condition 2. 
= words per minute. 
Answer booklets for the immediate and transclausal 
recall conditions were constructed similar to those used 
by Chaudron (1985). For the immediate recall (condition 
1) response pages in the booklets provided the text of a 
sentence up to the deletion with a blank line to write on 
as in figure 1. 
Figure 1 
1. The play brings up some of the most difficult 
quest ions 
For transclausal recall (condition 2) response pages 
also provided the text of the clause or sentence between 
the deletion and the location of the pause provided in the 
recording as in figure 2. 
Figure 2 
1. The play brings up some of the most difficult 
questions 
How do they decide when a person is dead? 
Screening pages were inserted between response pages 
in answer booklets for both conditions 1 and 2 in order to 
prevent reading ahead while listening. . 
For the post-lecture condition (condition 3 )  no 
booklets were made up. The text of each lecture with 
blanks was provided on 8.5 X 11 sheets which were not seen 
until after the lecture had been heard. 
Practice exercise booklets were also assembled for 
conditions 1 and 2. These consisted of 4 items in a 
continuous text of 84 words on the topic of boxing for 
condition 1, and 123 words on the topic of heart 
transplants for condition 2. Practice for condition 3 
consisted of two items in a continuous text of 54 words on 
smoking. Written instructions explaining procedures for 
each condition were also printed. These included examples 
of post-lecture comprehension questions. 
Post-lecture comprehension quizes were .developed for 
each lecture. Both alternate choice and multiple choice 
(with 4 alternatives) items were provided. The total 
number of items in each test varied depending on the 
content of the lecture concerned, ranging from 26 to 36. 
Items in these quizzes asked testees to recall content. An 
example of each type of item is given in figures 3 and 4. 
These are taken from Lecture 4, "Control of Data." 
Figure 3 
26. Crimes involving computers are increasing. T F 
The correct response to this item is to circle the F to 
indicate that the statement is false since increases in 
computer crimes were not mentioned in the lecture. 
Figure 4 
11. Seven years after making a mistakeI one 
businessman was 
a) refused credit. 
b) fired from his job. 
c) made to pay a fine. 
d) arrested. 
Full texts of the lecturesI with partial dictation 
recall items and pause locations indicated as well as 
post-lecture quizzesI example exercises and instructions 
are provided in the appendeces. 
B s e d u s s  
After piloting using lecture 7 "The world BanknI 
example exercise booklets for conditions 2 and 3 were 
added toI and some quiz items were dropped. The partial 
dictation recall tests and post-lecture comprehension 
quizzes were then administered to pre-existing class 
groups in three 55 minute sessions, two lectures being 
presented in each session. The order of presentation of 
the lectures was held constant for each of the six groups 
that provided complete data. However, the order of 
conditions was randomised using two Latin squaresI and 
class groups were assigned randomly to the rows of the 
Latin squares. 
Each session started with the reading of instructions 
and the administration of example exercises. Example 
exercise response booklets were collectedI and response 
booklets (conditions 1 and 2)  or sheets (condition 3) were 
distributed for the first lecture, with verbal 
instructions not to open the booklet until the first tone 
was heard. These intructions were also printed on the 
cover of each booklet. In condition 3 answer sheets were 
kept face down until the end of each lecture. Before 
playing the prepared cassette on a Califone cassette 
player, subjects were informed of the title of the lecture 
they were about to hear. After completion of the partial 
dictation recall activity for the first lecture, all 
booklets or answer sheets were collected. Then the post- 
lecture quizzes were administered. When all of the quiz 
responses had been collected, the same procedure was 
followed for the second lecture. Thus two lectures were 
presented in the same recall condition in each session. 
It was found that once training had been given in either 
condition 1 or 2 #  no further training was needed for 
subsequent sessions, but written instructions were always 
provided. 
Following Chaudron (1985) I responses were scored 
using the exact word method, whereby each word in its 
correct position was given one point. Minor misspellings 
were ignored as in Johansson (1973). Scores for each word 
position in each partial dictation item were tabulated 
along with total scores for each lecture to be used in 
statistical analyses. One point was also given for each 
correct answer on the post-lecture quizzes. 
These raw scores were entered onto an IBM 3081 
computer at the University of Hawaii computing center, and 
statistical calculations were performed using the SPSSX 
statistical passage. Analyses will be described for each 
hypothesis in turn in the results chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS and DISCUSSION 
In this chapter results will be discussed immediately 
after presentation following the order of hypotheses. 
Quiz scores will be dealt with first, followed by 
comparisons of means for all the tests included in the 
study. Mean scores for item positions will then be 
compared. 
Since comparisons were made between standardised 
placement test scores and post-lecture and recall scores, 
PAT and TOEFL scores are profiled here. Scores on the 
placement listening test (Plaister Auding Test) ranged 
from 19 to 39. The mean for the complete group was 28 (37 
is the criterion for consideration for exemption). TOEFL 
scores were available for only 33 (out of 53) of the 
subjects. Total scores ranged from 433 to 597, with a 
mean of 504. TOEFL listening component scores were 
available for only 29 of these subjects. The mean here 
was 51, ranging from 44 to 62. 
In the previous chapter it was explained how 
subjects were assigned in class groups to randomised 
orders of presentation using Latin squares. Since cell 
sizes were unbalanced, different numbers of subjects were 
presented each lecture in each condition. 
Table 2 gives the number of subjects in each group who 
attended all three sessions, the mean PAT score for each 




Table 3 shows the total number of subjects in each 




Since the total number of items on each post-lecture 
quiz differed, raw scores were converted to percentages 
for comparison. Table 4 shows the percentage means, and 
standard deviations for each lecture for the entire 
population. 
Table 4 
Post-lecture quiz scores as % 
Ll Climate 60.9 - + 10.8 
L2 Twain 65.7 + 13.3 
L3 Hypnosis 73.1 11.8 
L4 Data 62.8 k 10.5 
L5 Dying 66.3 k 11 
L6 Pyramids 74.4 i 9.3 
Since progressively more text was presented in 
written form in each condition it was predictable that 
quiz scores would improve from Condition 1 to Condition 3, 
for the listeners would have had more opportunity to 
process and retain the text. This proved to be the case 
in fact. Percentage mean scores and standard deviations 
for each condition collapsed across all lectures are shown 
in table 5. 
Table 5 
Post-lecture quiz scores by condition 
Condition 1: Immediate 64.23 i11.69 
Condition 2: Transclausal 66.38 kll. 99 
Condition 3: Post-lecture 71.02 ill. 91 
. . .  
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As in previous research (Chaudron 1985), post- 
lecture quiz reliability based on numbers of items was 
low. Table 6 presents the relevant statistics for KR-21 
measures based on raw scores and item numbers for each 
lecture. 
Table 6 
KR-21 for Post-lecture Quiz scores 
Ll Climate 18.9 23.4 11.3 31 -36 
L2 Twain 23.7 24.8 22.9 36 -66 
L3 Hypnosis 22.7 k3.7 13.4 31 -56 
L4 Data 16.3 22.7 7.4 26 .I8 
L5 Dying 18.6 k3.1 9.5 28 -35 
L6 Pyramids 20.1 22.5 6.3 27 -19 
KR-21 measures for the three conditions collapsed 
across all lectures (K=179) produced very similar results. 
among conditions. For Condition 1 the KR 21 was ,702. 
For Condition 2 it was -714. And for Conditon 3 it was 
the inflation due to the number of items. 
In order to test the first hypothesis (El) that 
m b r n - v -  . . .  - . betxem 
-, Pearson 
correlation coefficients were calculated between Post- 
lecture Quiz scores, Partial Dictation recall scores, PAT 
scores and TOEFL Listening Component scores. These means 
are shown in table 7, and the correlations in table 8. 
Table 7 
Means for PD recall, PAT and TOEFL scores 
PD recall 5 3 20.75 +4 
PAT 5 3 28.32 z5.2 
TOEFL LC 29 5 1 24.9 
Table 8 
Pearson correlation coefficients 
PD recall -.0342 .0501 -1615 
Quiz 8 .4678** -3919 
PAT .4213* 
The only significant correlations here are between 
the Post-lecture Quiz mean scores and the PAT mean scores, 
as well as between the PAT and the TOEFL LC scores. 
Overall Partial Dictation recall scores did not correlate 
significantly with scores on any of the other measures. 
El cannot therefore be rejected. There appears to be very 
little overlap between what the Partial Dictation recall 
tests and what the other measures test. Eowever, 
comparing scores in each condition with the same measures 
of global comprehension reveals some interesting 
differences, and supports the rejection of H2, 
~~~ 
. . 
rn- ill- - 
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7. Table 9 gives the means and standard 
deviations for Partial Dictation recall scores in each 
condition (collapsed across all six lectures) as well as 
the Pearson product-moment correlations for these compared 
with the Quiz and PAT scores in each condition. The 
total number of subjects is given as 106 here (instead of 
53) because two lectures were presented in each condition. 
The highest possible score in the Partial Dictation recall 
tests was 48. 
Table 9 
Correlations by Condition (N = 106) 
- 
PD recall X 35.3 18.75 8.2 
(K= 48) s 26  210.35 25 -3 
Quiz r a .217* -.08 .266** 
PAT r = -.066 .097 -.002 
In both Condition 1 and Condition 3 Partial Dictation 
recall scores correlated significantly with Post-lecture 
Quiz scores, but they did not in Condition 2. The 
transcausal recall task may have been too distracting to 
allow efficient processing of the ongoing text. There was 
a significant correlation between Post-lecture Quiz scores 
and scores in Condition 3 in which subjects listen to the 
entire lecture without interruptions. This may indicate 
that unnatural interruptions interfere with global 
comprehension when the pauses are filled with too 
difficult a taskl as evidenced by the lower means for the 
other two conditions (table 5). At the same timel since 
subjects also read ninety percent of the text in Condition 
3, a large part of the overlap may be attributable to 
their both being tests of reading skills to some extent. 
. . .  
~ Q t D ~ s a u x s  
Reliability for Partial Dictation recall scores was 
highl both when collapsed across all lectures and when 
calculated for two lectures at a time (because the 
sequence of 96 scores for both lectures was within the 
same condition) as shown in table 10. 
Table 10 
PD recall reliabilities* 
All lectures (K=48): -847 -963 -858 
Lectures 1 & 2 (K=96) : -855 .go7 -717 
3 & 4: -819 -966 -797 
5 & 6: -804 ,933 .792 
*internal consistency calculated by Cronbach's alpha 
These findings support H3. 
uu- . . .  b-â 
Reliabilities for item positionsI however, were not 
high. Position 1 was the highest at -49. For position 2 
it was -19 ; for position 31 -21 ; and for position 4, .29 
li4 hypothesised thatI high 
. . .  
s4-LuUzb-m . . . This hypothesis is not 
supported here. 
. . 
-Qf-QQ%uLuw . . 
The fourth research question for this study asked 
what the differences were between item positions across 
conditions of recallI and the null hypothesis was that 
recallability would be equal for all positions by 
condition (El51 . 
Mean scores for item positions differed within 
conditions as well as across them. Linear comparisons of 
these means are illustrated in Figure 5*. 
Figure 5 
Item position mean scores 
3.5 4 3.6 ' 
0 I I 1- 
position 1 2 3 4 
*Mean scores for item position in figure 5 reflect K=24 
per position and condition. Values in table 9 must 
therefore be halved to match these scores. 
These item position mean scores were compared in a 
multivariate analysis of variance with the repeated 
measures for condition and position revealing significant 
effects. Multivariate tests of the differences between 
means on the repeated factors and their interaction are 
shown in table 12. 
Table 11 
Significant effects 
Condition 2/51 .968 30 -39 -032 -968 
Position 3/50 -425 -74 -575 -425 
Condition 6/47 -614 1.59 -386 -614 
by position 
p<.OOl for all these values. 
The direction of the differences between conditions 
is clear. Condition 1 means were significantly higher 
than means for Condition 2 (F = 985.4, p<.OOl), and 
Condition 2 means were significantly higher than means for 
Condition 3 (F = 66.4, p<.OOl). Eiowever, differences 
between item positions present a more complicated picture. 
The effects are difficult to interpret because of the 
interaction of positions by condition. 
The evident difference in recallability found here 
does not support the hypothesis H5. A l l  . . haYs 
esaal- . . kY- . . . This provides part of 
the answer to the research question (Dl, what are the 
differences between item positions within deletions 
across conditions of recall? 
It was also hypothesised (H61, as an alternative 
hypothesis with respect to this question, that recall 
would be successively worse from position 1 to position 4. 
Means for positions by condition were therefore also 
compared in a multivariate analysis of variance. A 
comparisons showed that some, but not all differences 
between positions in each condition were significant. 
These differences were not always in the predicted 
direction. In condition 1 the direction was the reverse; 
the mean score for position 3 was higher than for position 
2. In Condition 2, recall was successively worse from 
position 1 to position 3, but there was no difference 
between positions 3 and 4. Recall in condition 3 was 
significantly better only in position 1 compared to 
position 2. In order to study the differences between 
means for item positions further, bx comparisons 
were made. One way analysis of variance multiple 
comparisons for Conditions 1 and 2 conformed to the a 
findings. In addition, means for position 4 in 
Condition 1 were found to be significantly higher than for 
positions 1 and 2 (F ratio = 0.3144, p<.O5). These 
findings are implied in table 12. 
Table 12 
Means for item positions by condition 
Cl immediate u v 
C2 transclausal 10.5 9.7 u
C3 post-lecture 5.2 -
Underlining denotes no significant difference. 
The hypothesis H6. &$all & . . s !Li l lke  
. . 1 L h u g h  4 must 
therefore be rejected for Condition 1. Findings for 
Conditions 2 and 3, on the other hand, do support the 
greater predictability of items in position 1. 
Although there was evidence of a recency effect in 
Condition 1 in that position 4 means were the highest, 
there was no evidence of a primacy / recency curve like 
the ones in list recall tests (e-g. Spitze and Fischer 
1981). This does not support H7. &aJJ 
Leiau- . . . . m Y  - ~ " ~ = ~ = ~ .  
k!lumud- 
Post-lecture Quiz reliability was again found to be 
low, but Partial Dictation recall reliability (internal) 
was generally high. While correlations were found between 
performance in immediate and post-lecture recall and post- 
lecture comprehension quizzes, Partial Dictation did not 
correlate with standardised tests of global comprehension. 
Recallability was found to be different between item 
positions both within each condition and across all 
conditions. Items in position 1 were more predictable 
than items in other positions in the transclausal and 
post-lecture recall conditions, perhaps because of local 
redundancy, but in the immediate recall condition it was 
items in position 4 which were best remembered, due 
perhaps to echoic memory in this modality (Murdock and 
Walker 1969). Howevert there was no further evidence of 
serial recall in this or any other condition, suggesting 
that information on other levels as well as the 
phonological one was utilised in performing the tasks. 
Thus in condition 1 complex processing of the spoken text 
was enhanced by the sounds still being easily accessible 
in STM, whereas in condition 2 this accessability had 
begun to fade and testees had to rely more on their 
comprehension at other levels. In condition 3 the pattern 
of recall indicates that items in all positions were 
recalled equally badlyt with position 1 benefiting perhaps 
more from information in the written text. 
The implications of these findings will be discussed 
further in the next chaptert along with the problems 
associated with the design and procedures in this study 
and directions for future research. 
CEAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
After summarising the first two chapters of this 
thesis with reference to the findings presented in CEAPTER 
IV, implications regarding the usefulness of partial 
dictation will be discussed. An outline of the problems 
associated with the study will then be followed by 
recommendations for future research on partial dictation 
recall tasks. 
.smlmau 
In CRAPTER I it was asserted that to be integrative 
and pragmatic, as opposed to discrete point, a test.shou1d 
call on a variety of skills and require the testees to 
process naturalistically constrained language, performing 
the same kinds of tasks as in a real life communicative 
situation. Partial dictation is clearly integrative, 
since it involves at least three basic skills. That it is 
pragmatic is supported here by the evidence from the 
relationships between item positions within a deletion 
since comparisons with STM recall tests indicate that the 
target language has to be processed in more complex ways 
than merely as a sequence of unrelated words: the testee's 
expectancy grammar was being employed. Items in the first 
position tended to be recalled more successÂ£ull than most 
othersI probably because of cues in the immediately 
preceding text; yet recall of words in other positions was 
not dramatically less successful. This suggests that an 
understanding of sequential context associations 
influenced the recallability of items in subsequent 
positions. These findings evidence 'a deeper level of 
processing than mere phonetic echoing" (Oller 1979:273)1 
and therefore enhance the face validityI and perhaps the 
construct validity (at least Oller's definition of it op. 
cit.:70) of partial dictation. 
In CHAPTER I1 four research questions were outlined 
which asked if there was a relationship between partial 
dictation and global comprehension (A and B); if there was 
high reliability (C); and finally, what the differences 
were between item positions across conditions (D). 
Unfortunately, while Johansson (1973) found high 
correlations with other measuresI concurrent validity was 
not evidenced by comparisons with two standardised tests 
of listening comprehensionI nor by a comparison of 
transclausal partial dictation with more traditional post- 
lecture quizzes. Howeverl immediate recall and post- 
lecture recall did correlate significantly with the post- 
lecture quizzes. 
Both Johansson (op.cit.1 and Chaudron (1985) claimed 
high reliability for their partial dictations, and here 
again three forms of partial dictation showed high 
reliability. As with Chaudron (1985), and Chaudron and 
Richards (in press), reliabilities for the post-lecture 
quizzes were very low (as discussed below under -1. 
Differences between some positions were significant, 
but there was little evidence of primacy/recency. These 
item position findings have implications, not only for 
validity as discussed above, but also for the usefulness 
of the three forms of partial dictation compared in the 
present study as measures of foreign language listening 
comprehension. This usefulness will be discussed in the 
next section. 
- a u -  
Taking the most difficult first, it is clear that use 
of a partial dictation after the complete lecture has been 
heard is of little value. The mean recall score in 
condition 3 (post-lecture) was very low indeed (seventeen 
percent). Over forty percent of the item positions were 
left blank, and subjective reactions to the test format 
were generally negative and may have accounted for many of 
the absences at subsequent sessions. It is suggested 
here, therefore, that deletions in post lecture formats be 
restricted to one word, as for example in Chaudron and 
Richards (in press), although this may or may not be a 
good test of listening comprehension, depending on the 
predictability of the items deleted. 
The second most difficult task was the transclausal 
partial dictation. The mean score for this condition was 
under forty percent, with thirty percent zero responses. 
For classroom use, this format should be useful for more 
advanced students, who are able to use more of the 
semantic and syntactic information (Spitze and Fischer). 
Chaudron's point, quoted in CHAPTER 11, that the 
potential to selectively examine features of the language 
that the learners have just been exposed to, is supported 
best by the evidence from condition 2 (transclausal) 
because of the lack of some of the influences apparent in 
condition 1 (immediate). Recall of items in position 1 
may be "interfered with" by clues in the immediately 
preceding text, but scores for other items do not depend 
too much on their position in the deleted group (as would 
be the case if the usual serial position curve were 
evident) . 
The easiest task was clearly the immediate partial 
dictation with a mean of over seventy five percent and 
less than seven percent of the responses left blank. This 
task would be appropriate for lower level learners who 
rely more on information at the phonological level 
(Johansson 1973). The difficulty can of course be. 
increased by deleting more than four words. Despite the 
recency effect, this format should also prove useful for 
examining particular features of the input as initially 
perceived, as well as for investigating the learner's 
understanding of closely related groups of words (such as 
phrasal verbs) or individual items (like articles) and 
their relationship to their immediate syntactic 
environment, if a more discrete point type of listening 
comprehension measure is needed. 
2LQUE.m 
In CHAPTER I11 the texts and how they were presented 
to fifty-three ESL students of similar proficiency was 
described. Here, problems in the actual administration of 
the 12 tests that each subject had to take need to be 
discussed as they may have influenced the results. The 
two partial dictations and post-lecture quizzes to be 
completed in one fifty-five minute session was generally 
reacted to as being too taxing. Efforts often appeared 
noticeably reduced during the second partial dictation 
testf and overall mean recall scores for the second 
lecture in a session were lower, with the exception of 
lecture 2, "Mark Twain Remembers.' However, difficulty 
measured by words per T-unit (table 1, p.34) followed the 
same pattern, so any fatigue variable is confounded here 
with difficulty variables, and cannot be claimed as 
causal. 
Both Oller (1971) and Johansson (1973) stress the 
desirability of naturalness in the spoken text. However, 
the recordings used in the present study were of scripts 
being read into a microphone. There were therefore very 
few, if any, hesitations, false starts or rephrasings 
normally apparent in actual lectures (Wiskin 1984). 
Chaudron and Richards also point out that "a lecture read 
from a written text will usually lack the kinds of 
macromarkers found in the more conversational style of 
teachingm (in press : 2 0 ) .  
Nevertheless, although a lack of these features may 
have reduced the face validity of these measures, scores 
in the post-lecture quizzes were high (table 4, p.42). So 
even though most of the items were too easy, it can be 
inferred that global comprehension was not unduly hindered 
by it. Furthermore, although metalinguistic statements 
can be manipulated (Chaudron and Richards in press), 
including the other features listed would make results 
difficult to interpret since some content would be 
presented more than once, and the amount of time allowed 
for processing it would vary. 
If the low reliabilities for post-lecture quizzes is 
in part a result of the amount of content (and therefore 
the low number of quiz items as suggested in table 6, 
p.43), it should be possible to improve them by increasing 
the length (and content) of the lectures. However, this 
was not the case in Chaudron and Richards, whose lectures 
ranged from over twenty-three to over twenty-seven minutes 
in length, depending on the version (in press ~13). 
The relationship between partial dictation and 
other measures of global listening comprehension still 
remains problematical despite Johansson's findings 
(l973:l26). 
E l l t u e ~  
Future research into partial dictation would be useful 
in determining the differences produced by manipulating 
the placement of pauses and deletions, as well as the 
number of words deleted. In addition, the results of the 
research described here suggest that the effects of item 
position are worth further attention. If particular 
features of the input are to be looked at, one fruitful 
direction for future research would be to compare recall 
of the same features in different positions. This could 
help to determine the best way way to control for the kind 
of cognitive interference referred to by Chaudron (1985), 
and thereby aid the investigation of the learner's intake, 
as compared to the input which has been the focus of so 




Instructions for Conditions 1 and 2 
Hello. I would be very grateful if you would help me 
with some research. I am interested in finding out which 
kinds of tests of recall are good for measuring the 
listening comprehension of foreign students at 
universities. To help me with this, I would like you to 
listen to some short (4 minute) lectures on a variety if 
topics. I will ask you to write something d u j a ~  each 
lecture and to answer some questions W each lecture. 
This is not a test for the ELI. Your scores will not 
influence your grade in this course. However, please do 
your best, and try to follow the instructions exactly. 
This is what you will be asked to do: 
1. During each lecture, there will be some short pauses of 
about 20 seconds. 
2. You will hear a musical note that signals the beginning 
of each pause. 
3. When you hear this musical note, turn the page in your 
answer book. 
4. You will then readl on the answer book page, part of 
the text you just heard, but some information will be 
left out as blanks. 
5. Try to fill in the blanks with the exa!zL words you 
heard in the lecture. 
6. After 20 seconds you will hear a different musical note. 
7. When you hear this musical notel turn to the next page 
and continue listening. 
111. PEtACTICE. 
Let's try some for practice. Look at your example exercise 
book. Don't open it until you hear the first musical 
note. When you hear the second musical note, turn the 
page. 
IV. QUESTIONNAIRE. 
After each lecture, your booklet will be collected, 
and you will be given a questionnaire consisting of two 
kinds ofquestions; multiple choice questions and 
truelfalse questions. 
Instructions for CEQUX questions: 
Choose the one alternative, a), b) I c) or d) 
which best completes the meaning of the sentence,- 
LQ && ~ Q U  - in - - Circle the letter 
corresponding to your choice. 
EXAMPLE 





The correct answer is b), because 
boxers have been killed. 
the lecturer said, 
"In the last 40 years, about 30 boxers have died ...' 
Instructions for questions: 
Read each sentence and decide if it is true or false, 
- a U m M i n a -  Mark- 
anything that was not stated or implied in the lecture. 
EXAMPLE 
2. The famous ex-champion, Muhammad Ali, now has 
difficulty speaking. T F 
The correct answer is fd.ag because this was not mentioned 
in the lecture, even if you think it is true. So you 
should have circled the F on the extreme right of the page 
on the same line as "speaking". 
Here's another example of a truelfalse question: 
3. The American Medical Association wants boxing to be 
against the law. T F 
The correct answer is T, because the lecturer said, 
'...and the American Medical Association thinks that 
it should be illegal." 
APPENDIX B 
PARTIAL DICTATION EXERCISE 
PRACTICE EXAMPLES TEXTS 
Pauses: Immediate recall (Cl) = 1. 
Transclausal recall (C2) = //. 
CONDITION ONE: 
In the last 40 years, more than 30 boxers have died as 
a result of injuries b rn There's no 
doubt about it; boxing is very dangerous, and the American 
Medical Association thinks that b W hg 
However, this would put many people out of work, and 
deprive many poor people of a chance t.~ mks b W 
Most successful boxers come form underprivileged 
backgrounds. Without boxing it is extremely unlikely that 
they would have ever bixme A
ITEMS AS PRESENTED 
1. In the last 40 years, about 30 boxers have died as 
a result of their injuries 
2. The Americam Medical Association thinks that - 
3. However, this would put many people out of work 
and deprive poor people of a chance 
4. It is extremely unlikely that they would have ever 
CONDITION TWO 
To date, only 4 people have received artificial 
hearts. These people were carefully selected by the 
surgeons &Q Lhs However, there is 
some debate about how futur=ts will be chosen//. 
The costs of the equipment and the operation itself will 
always be very high. Should the procedure be available 
only to those &Q fi? How much should the 
taxpayer be responsible for?//Many people fell that 
criteria for selection should be decided upon ky rn 
w. Then guidelines could be published so 
that little doubt remains.// Others disagree. If only a 
few people can have replacement hearts, then these should 
be those  who a r e  most u se fu l  t o  w i e t y  a a Of 
course ,  t h e  ques t ion  of who is most u se fu l  is open t o  
debate.//  
ITEMS AS PRESENTED 
1. These people were c a r e f u l l y  s e l e c t e d  by t h e  
surgeons 
Eowever, t h e r e  is some deba te  about how f u t u r e  
r e c i p i e n t s  w i l l  be chosen. 
2. Should t h e  procedure be a v a i l a b l e  only  t o  those  - 
? 
ROW much should t h e  taxpayer be respons ib le  f o r  ? 
3. Many people f e e l  t h a t  c r i t e r i a  f o r  s e l e c t i o n  should 
be decided upon by 
. Then g u i d e l i n e s  could be 
publ ished s o  t h a t  l i t t l e  doubt remains. 
4. They should be t hose  who a r e  most u s e f u l  t o  
Of course ,  t h e  ques t ion  of who is most u s e f u l  is 
open t o  debate. 
CONDITION THREE 
Most people i n  t h e  United S t a t e s  now accept  t h e  f a c t  
t h a t  smoking tobacco is harmful t o  t h e i r  hea l th .  Howeverw 
t h i s  does no t  mean t h a t  they  a r e  ready, o r  a b l e  LQ g i y e  i& 
a The number of people who smoke is decreasing 
according t o  s a l e s  f i g u r e s w  but no t  enough t o  s e r i o u s l y  
upset  t h e  tobacco industry. / / /  
APPENDIX C 
LECTURE TRANSCRIPTS 
/ = 20 second pause f o r  immediate r e c a l l  ( C l ) .  
// = 20 second pause f o r  t r a n s c l a u s a l  r e c a l l  (C2). 
LECTURE 1 
THE WORLD'S CHANGING CLIMATE: FIRE OR ICE? 
Climatology, t h e  s tudy  of long- range t r ends  i n  
weatherl is a t  b e s t  an inexac t  sc ience .  I t  is based on 
hypotheses. Cur ren t ly  a  major argument among 
c l i m a t o l o g i s t s  concerns t h e  long-range weather outlook f o r  
t h e  e a r t h .  The ques t ion  t h a t  occupies them SQ muzh Ls 
W : I s  t h e  Earth going through a  cool ing  t r end  o r  a  
warming trend?// A coo l ing  t rend  could br ing  mass 
s t a r v a t i o n  and f u e l  shor tages .  A warming t r end  could melt 
Lhs k e  sa& and cause  f looding of t h e  c o a s t a l  
c i t i e s  of t h e  world.// Rains and f loods  of record 
propor t ions  have r e c e n t l y  s t ruck  some geographic a r e a s  
around t h e  world whi le  droughts have -d.y 
Q i a S x d  
The con t inen t  of Afr ica ,  up u n t i l  1974, had s i x  
consecut ive  years  of drought.// Since 1974, t h e r e  ha& 
&gen & but it has proved t o  be both a  
b l e s s ing  and a  problem f o r  Africans.//  This  is because 
along with t h e  r a i n f a l l  has come a  plague of r a t s ,  
l o c u s t s ,  and c a t e r p i l l a r s  which, i n  some p a r t s  of t h e  
con t inen t ,  have ea ten  everything i n  s i g h t .  
Although Asia has r ecen t ly  seen t h e  s t rengthening  of 
t h e  monsoons i n  most p a r t s  of Ind ia  and Pakis tan ,  t h e  
p re sen t  c l ima to log ica l  t r end  seems t o  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  t h e  
monsoon p a t t e r n  is being d i s tu rbed .  The p re sen t  weather 
t rend  seems t o  be a  r e t u r n  t o  a  higher-  frequency drought 
p a t t e r n  Lu Lhs A s h n  aW&znL/  
The con t inen t  of A u s t r a l i a  has a l s o  been h i t  by severe  
drought.// I n  p a r t s  of i ts southern region,  t h e r e  has 
been no more than 10% of t h e  normal y e a r l y  r a i n f a l l .  
Europe's c l ima te  has been 
. . 
' a h r u x m d  
-./ The summer of 1976 was one of Western 
Europe's h o t t e s t  and d r i e s t . / /  
At same t h e  United S t a t e s  has a l s o  been 
experiencing some major c l i m a c t i c  changes// t h a t  could 
poss ib ly  r e s u l t  i n  another  Dust Bowl f o r  t h e  country.  
W e l l l  do a l l  t h e s e  c l i m a c t i c  abnorma l i t i e s  mean t h a t  
&a&& Ls t o  t h e  g l o b a l  weather 
systems? C l ima to log i s t s  admit t h a t  they  do n o t  know f o r  
sure.// A change of a  mere 2  degrees  Cent igrade (3.6 
degrees Fahrenhei t )  i n  t h e  annual  average a i r  temperature  
would indeed have s e r i o u s  e f f e c t s  f o r  t h e  e a r t h .  Higher 
temperatures might expand the deserts of the world and 
shorten crop growing seasons. Lower temperatures would 
also affect crop growing. 
They are truly puzzled by the changes taking place 
today. Some parts of the world are cooling off while 
u aUUU&L./ A number of climatologists 
believe the earth is, in fact, undergoing a cooling 
trend.// Weather satelites indicate that the permanent 
snow and ice caps of both north and south QQJSA haye 
Other climatologists believe that the 
cooling t r w i n g  offset by a warming trend// caused 
by the increase of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere due to 
pollution from factories, cars, and so forth. 
Both groups ' . . d~ d that, 
whatever the long t m e  earth's climate is,// 
we are seeing a period of increasing climatological 
change, a period that is making seasonal weather 
predictions and agricultural planning more and more 
difficult. 
LECTURE 2 
MARK TWAIN REMEMBERS 
Well, now, ladies and gentlemen,I hope you won't mind 
if I smoke. I believe there's some commandment against 
smoking, but I'm working to get it removed. Mind you, I 
have no objection to not smoking - as long as it &.es ~ Q L  
I practise it myself on occasion: I make 
it a rule never to smoke when asleep.// Not that I care 
for moderation myself; I do it as an example to others - 
and to prove that I am not a slave to the habit I can give 
it up whenever I want to. I've done a Lbusand LhesL/ 
The first time I gave it up was when I was a boy// - 
about ten or eleven. They told me I would shorten my life 
hy so I got scared and gave it up one 
day - for two or three hours.// Then I finally decided 
the decade wouldn't be worth living without any smoking in 
it. So that was L h  d LbaL/ 
Well then, another time I gave it up on the advice of 
my doctor.// I'd had to stay in bed for several days, and 
the doctor szdd LQ m&/ 'Look here, my efforts 
haven't got a chance. Consider what they have to fight.// 
You smoke too much, you eat all kinds of things that don't 
agree with each other's company. You drink two hot 
scotches every night, don1t you?: 
I said, "Yes, I do, but L QILY k i n k  ihgm/ to prevent 
toothache. I1ve never had a toothache. I don't ever 
intend to have one."// 
mWell," he said, "that's all right, but we can't make 
any progress that way. You've got LQ W 
I s a i d ,  "I c a n ' t  do it, Doctor.' 
He s a i d ,  'Why c a n t t  you?"// 
"Why,* I s a i d ,  -because 1 Jad~ Lhe ' I <=n c u t  
them out  e n t i r e l y ,  but  I c a n t t  m o d e s / /  
Well, he s a i d  t h a t  would cu re  me, s o  I c a t  a l l  t h e s e  
t h i n g s  f o r  two days and two n i g h t s ,  and a t  t h e  d Q f  Lh& 
i&d t h e  s i ckness  was discouraged and l e f t  me. I was a 
well man again.// So I gave thanks and took t o  t h e s e  
d e l i c a c i e s  again.  
Well, when I was a young man I was given a pos t  on t h e  
Sacramento Union a s  t h e i r  s p e c i a l  correspondent t o  t h e  
Sandwich I s lands .  
Well, our f i r s t  s t o p  was Honolulu. I was n a t u r a l l y  
anxious t o  f u l l y  explore  t h i s  dreamy, enchanted p l ace ,  and 
they  t o l d  me t h e  b e s t  way t o  do s o  was L.Q hLe  a Im.csL/ 
I s a i d  I p r e f e r r e d  a s a f e  horse  t o  a f a s t  one.// W e l l ,  
t hey  showed me an animal t h a t  looked a s  i f  it wanted t o  
l ean  up a g a i n s t  something, SQ L dmse Urn./ 
H e  went along peacably enough, but  s o  l o s t  i n  thought1 
I t  began t o  worry m e , / /  u n t i l  I discovered he was on ly  
as leep1  
Well about noon, I urged my horse  a longs ide  a s t r e t c h  
of sandy beach where I ' d  no t i ced  some nude young n a t i v e  
l a d i e s  bathing i n  t h e  sea. Th i s  was t h e  s o r t  of l o c a l  
co lour  I was a f t e r  - f o r  my newspaper. So I went down and 
s a t  on t h e i r  c l o t h e s  - t o  keep them from being s t o l e n  - 
and begged them t o  come out ,  f o r  it seemed t o  me t h e  s ea  
was r i s i n g ,  and I was s u r e  they  were running some r i s k .  
But they went r i g h t  on wi th  t h e i r  s p o r t s ,  swimming races  
and sp lash ing  about;  it was a heart-warming spec t ac l e .  
And when I f i n a l l y  tuned d L.Q I was 
s u r p r i s e d  t o  f i n d  t h e  horse  a s l e e p  again.// Which goes  t o  
show t h e r e  is some d i f f e r e n c e  between t h e  man and t h e  
horse: you cannot r e l y  on a horse  t o  ga the r  news. 
LECTURE 3 
HYPNOTISM 
When most people t h ink  of hypnotism they  th ink  of someone 
being pu t  t o  s l e e p  and being made t o  do unusual t h ings .  
Of course ,  t h i s  i s n t t  what it is r e a l l y ,  a t  a l l .  The 
p r a c t i c e  of h People s t a r t e d  t o  use 
it i n  Egypt thousands of years  ago,// and it has  grown a 
l o t  s i n c e  t h a t  t i m e .  I t t s  r e a l l y  j u s t  a  way t o  r e l a x  t h e  
mind and body. So what a r e  its uses today ? 
Well, we go t o  a hypno t i s t  because we have a problem 
which is making us unhappy. The hypno t i s t  a sks  u s  t o  
th ink  hard about something and r e l ax ,  and then &en u 
zshx&J he g i v e s  u s  some ideas  t o  he lp  u s  with our 
problems.// For example, there's a baseball player who 
says he&sd him./ He went to a hypnotist 
because he had problems hitting the ball.// Once the ball 
hit him in the face. He didn't hit well after that 
because he was afraid that he might get hit in the face 
again. The hypnotist U him LQ and then to think 
about the many times he had hit the ball well.// The 
result was that he lost his fear of the ball and began to 
hit better. 
Hypnotism can also help people to remember things. 
For this reason the police sometimes ask hypnotists to 
help them, for example after an accident when a witness 
forgets the license number of a car he sees. If he is 
hypnotised he may uauxakz i L J  and the police can then 
find the car and hopefully catch the driver.// However, 
this is not foolproof. tiypnotised can U 
or say things which aren't true because they 
remember what they think they saw,// which may not be the 
same as what actually happened, or because 'they have very 
good reasons for saying xUsb isn3 w This 
is why suspected or alleged criminals are not usually 
hypnotised.// 
It is also true that people cannot be made to do 
things they would not normally do when they are under 
hypnosis. Eowever, they can be persuaded to do or say 
things which they would not nrumlly d~ in if they 
can be convinced that they are in fact in private.// 
So you can see that hypnotism isn't just a stage trick 
like the ones &y It's 
more like one of the t e c h n i m  -// It 
can be used as a form of therapy to help solve one's 
personal problems. It has even been used successfully to 
help people LQ E&QQ Some success has 
also been claimed for its help with alcoholics and drug 
addicts.// 
There is one technique called, 'self - hypnosism. It 
seems that we can even hypnotize ourselves, LE u IULQM 
This method is similar to those of many Eastern 
forms of meditation // used by religious groups, such as 
the Sufis and the Zen Buddhists to relax the mind and help 
one to focus M ra.12 LhugUJ If the muscles 
need relaxation, s u r w s  the mind.// 
LECTURE 4 
CONTROL OF DATA 
With the coming of the computer, it has become 
possible to collect, process, store and send out large 
amounts of data. This technological advance has made a 
powerful impact on our daily lives. To give just one 
example of the beneficial use of computers: if you have a 
rare blood group, haye M health 
authorities can quickly locate a blood donor of your group 
by using computerized data.// In the business field, 
computers have been widely used and have brought obvious 
benefits. Many of the things we take for granted as 
at hotels or on airlines, just 
wouldntt be possible without the use of computers.// 
Like fire, however, the computer is a good servant but 
a bad master. Its ever increasing role in our life has 
created a LU&SX d Letts look at one example 
of a case of computer misuse.// 
In the USA details of personal medical records, stored 
in computers, are often given without authorization to 
credit investigators and employers. A young businessman 
from St Louis recently lost a because 
outdated medical data concerning him was passed on to a 
personnel officer .// 
This case focuses our attention on an important issue 
related to the use of computers, the individual's right to 
privacy. 
The individual's right to is &xbuQ 
if a government misuses information stored in 
the computer banks of its various state departments.// If 
all data from these sources were put together a government 
could a d&&.kd ' of a personts private life, 
and perhaps use such %%ion to harm that person.// 
Another worry is that one department, for example the 
Health department, might pass information about an 
individual to another department - say the Internal 
Revenue QL H&hnal  SsxudLy Many people would 
consider this an invasion of the individual's privacy.// 
Linked to the problem of safeguarding privacy is the 
question of how long data should be kept. Recently there 
was a case involving a businessman who, at the age of 
nineteen, a a bad Seven years later he was 
denied credit because of an outdated private credit 
report.// 
Laws on data privacy have been enacted in several 
countries, and others are studying draft m L k  
Sweden and the U.S. probably have the most 
s e  in this field.// 
Perhaps partly because the US has more computers in 
service any its public is highly 
sensitive when questions of privacy arise.// Two laws, 
the Freedom of Information Act, and the Privacy Act, apply 
to all federal record systems, besides computer - based 
ones. The two acts allow individuals to write for copies 
of personal records by U and, to 
some extent, control disclosures of these to other 
agencies.// Eowever, there are many loopholes in these 
Pam Roland d i s a g r e e s  completely with U & 
Eer b ro the r  n e a r l y  d ied  i n  a  t r a f f i c  acc iden t  n ine  
years  ago.// The d o c t o r s  thought LhdL be naa huL/ but 
today he is a l i v e  and has  a job and a  family.// Pam 
be l i eves  t h a t  no one can decide when someone else should 
d i e .  Doctors shouldn ' t  l e t  people d i e .  Af t e r  a l l ,  
doc tors  may say  t h a t  a  person can never g e t  well, bu t  they  
can be wrong. She says  t h a t  h o s p i t a l s  and doc to r s  have a 
job t o  dol t o  save l i v e s  and U i i&L d e a t l d  A doctor  
who l e t s  someone d i e  is not  doing h i s  job.// 
What do you think ? 
LECTURE 6 
THE EGYPTIAN PYRAMIDS: EOUSES OF ETERNITY 
To many people throughout t h e  world, some of t h e  most 
remarkable and puzzl ing monuments of anc i en t  t imes a r e  t h e  
pyramids of Egypt. Almost nothing a t  a l l  remains of t h e  
once - g r e a t  c i t i e s  of t h e  Pharaohs. Time and weather 
have been- hacd QXI W ,  but  s e v e r a l  of t h e  temples,  
s t a t u e s ,  and most important  of a l l , / /  t h e  pyramids have 
survived.  Even though many of t h e  u e  in U,/ 
they s t i l l  g i v e  u s  some idea  of t h e  magnificence of 
anc i en t  Egypt 's  c i v i l i z a t i o n / /  which l a s t e d  f o r  more than 
3,000 years.  
The pyramids were cons t ruc ted  a s  tombs o r  b u r i a l  
p l aces  f o r  t h e  Pharaohs and ! c k i ~  m e m b ~ ~ ~ . /  The 
anc i en t  Egyptians pas s iona t e ly  be l ieved  i n  l i f e  a f t e r  
death.// In  f a c t ,  t h e i r  e n t i r e  c u l t u r e  revolved around 
t h a t  b e l i e f .  The kings ,  queens and s t a t e  o f f i c i a l s  o f t e n  
spen t  an e n t i r e  l i f e t i m e  prepar ing f o r  W life afkax 
&e&hJ They d i d  t h i s  by c o l l e c t i n g  possess ions  o r  "grave 
goods", by bu i ld ing  tombsl and s o  forth. / /  The Egyptians 
bel ieved t h a t  they could be a a u z d  a only  
i f  t h e i r  bodies  could be preserved from decay or  
dest ruct ion. / /  So when a  person d i ed ,  and e s p e c i a l l y  when 
a  Pharaoh d ied ,  i n  o rde r  t o  ensure  h i s  e t e r n a l  l i f e ,  he 
had h i s  body embalmed o r  mummified. I n  o the r  words, he 
had h i s  corpse  d r i e d  ou t  and wrapped i n  l i n e n  t o  p re se rve  
it from decay. Then he had h i s  mummy hidden. The 
- kl&yed /  t h a t  i f  one 's  mummy was 
dest royed,  then h i s  o r  her  s o u l  would be destroyed,/ /  and 
i f ,  on t h e  o the r  hand, t h e  mummy - t h e  dead body - was 
preserved,  t h e  s o u l  would be immortal. 
They a l s o  be l ieved  t h a t  t h e  dead person could t a k e  h i s  
o r  her e a r t h l y  possess ions  along rn Lhs n s z t  d - t h i s  
is j u s t  t h e  oppos i te  of t h e  Western idea// t h a t  myou c a n ' t  
t a k e  it with you when you go." Anyway, t h e  dead person 
was provided with food, c lo th ing ,  f u r n i t u r e ,  weapons, and 
even se rvan ts .  I t  was not  a t  a l l  unusual  f o r  t h e  
Pharaohfs slaves to he QUL Ln &aLh/ so that they could 
serve him in his afterlife.// 
so it fs easy to see why the pharoahs wanted to have 
their bodies and their possessions hidden to protect them 
from grave robbers. Before they diedI they had special 
tombs built for this purpose - to hide their bodies and 
treasures. In the early years of ancient EgyptI these 
L Q I n b i 3 ~ ~  - the vast burial chambers that 
were built to Â£=rav robbers.// 
Unfortunately, the grave robbers almost always outsmarted 
even the most powerful and ms.& cueiul d 
They broke into most of the pyramids or tombs.// 
Many Pharaohs abandoned above - ground construction in 
favour of underground hiding places as the burial places 
for their precious royal bones. And yet, W is 
is that even these tombs did not escape the 
attacks of grave robbers// - persistent devils that they 
were. HoweverI the three mighty Pyramids of Giza, as well 
as thirty - two other recognizable Pyramids; still stand - 
monuments to a g&gaL and a u d e n t  . . . and to 




Answer the following true/false and multiple choice 
questions a a x u l b g  h d~& ~ Q U  iu%anl h~ Lhe 
Remember to mark anything not stated or implied in 
the lecture. $~LG& the letter corresponding to your 
choice in the multiple choice questions. 
LECTURE 1 
THE WORLDIS CHANGING CLIMATE: FIRE OR ICE? 
Climatology is an exact science. T F 
Climatology is based mainly on hypotheses, not on 
facts. T F 
Climatologists today are arguing about 
a) short term weather trends. 
b) medium term weather trends. 
c) long term weather trends. 
d) nineteenth century weather trends. 
The most important question for climatologists 
concerns 
a) the amount of rain that falls. 
b) the temperature of the earth's atmosphere. 
c) the strength of the monsoons. 
d) the severity of winters in North America. 
Climatologists are not only interested in the weather 
of particular regions,but of the earth as a whole. T i? 
South America has not had enough rain for three 
years. T F 
Up until 1974, Africa had years of drought. 
a) 26 
For Africans, the rains that have come since 1974 
have been 
a) good for them. 
b) bad for them. 
c) both good and bad for them. 
d) neither good nor bad for them. 
9. The heavy rains in Africa caused flooding of the 
coastal cities of the continent. T F 






11. The present climatological trend seems to indicate 
that the monsoon pattern in Asia is changing. T F 
12. Recently the monsoons in parts of India and Pakistan 
have been 
a) stronger than usual. 
b) less frequent than usual. 
c)  weaker than usual. 
d) both b) and c) . 
13. People in Asia can expect to experience droughts more 
often than in the recent past. T F 
14. Instead of drought, the continent of Australia has 
suffered from locusts and rats. T F 
15. Rain in parts of southern Australia has been 





16. The United States could again experience the extremely 
dry conditions of the Dust Bowl years. T F 
17. Europe had one of the warmest winters on record in 
1976. T P 
18. The summer of 1976 was abnormal in Europe 
because it was very 
a) hot and dry. 
b) hot and humid. 
c) cool and dry. 
d) cool and wet. 
19. Climatologists are convinced that something drastic is 
happening to the earth's global weather conditi0ns.T F 
20. What puzzles climatologists is the fact that 
a) the earth as a whole is getting cooler. 
b) the earth as a whole is getting warmer. 
c) some places are getting cooler while others 
are getting warmer. 
d) some places are getting wetter while others 
are getting drier. 
21. A change of only 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit in the average 
air temperature would affect the earth considerablyT F 
22. Both higher and lower temperatures would affect crop 
growing. T F 
23. Higher temperatures would make crop growing seasons 
longer. T F 
24. Both higher and lower temperatures might make the 
desert areas grow larger. T F 
25. According to some climatologists, evidence from 
weather satelites shows that the earth is getting 
cooler. T F 
26. Some climatologists believe that pollution is working 
against any cooling trends. T F 
27. Some climatologists believe that the earth is not 
cooling off because 
a) there has been an increase of carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere. 
b) the monsoons have been disturbed in Asia. 
c) the United States has been experiencing major 
climactic changes. 
d) the permanent ice caps of both poles have 
grown in size. 
28. The amount of permanent snow and ice at the south pole 
has not increased as much as at the north pole. T F 
29. Climatologists can explain why the world's weather is 
changing the way it is. T F 
30. Changes in the climate are increasing. T F 
31. Agricultural planning is getting easier. T F 
LECTURE 2 
MARK TWAIN REMEMBERS 
1. Mark Twain, t h e  speaker ,  smokes Cuban c i g a r s .  
2. Mark Twain is n o t  a moderate person.  
3. H e  is i n  favour  of r u l e s  which ban smoking. 
4. Mark Twain is i n  f avo r  of  n o t  smoking i f  
a )  it harms somebody. 
b) it harms nobody. 
c) nobody harms him. 
dl somebody harms him. 
5. Mark Twain never  r e a l l y  gave up smoking. 
6. Mark Twain used t o  smoke when he was o n l y  t e n  o r  
e l even  y e a r s  o ld .  
7 .  When he was a boy, Mark Twain s topped smoking f o r  a 
few 
a )  hours.  
b) days.  
c)  w e e k s .  
d)  months. 
8. Mark Twain was t o l d  t h a t  he would never  grow t a l l  
i f  he smoked. T P 
9. Mark Twain once t r i e d  t o  g i v e  up smoking because 
a )  he  was o n l y  t e n  o r  e l e v e n  y e a r s  o ld .  
b) he  wanted t o  p rove  t h a t  he  wasn ' t  a s l a v e  
t o  t h e  h a b i t .  
c)  he was s i c k  i n  bed. 
d )  he was s c a r e d  it would s h o r t e n  h i s  l i f e .  
10.  Mark Twain dec ided  n o t  t o  g i v e  up smoking because h i s  
l i f e  wouldn ' t  b e  worth l i v i n g  wi thou t  it. T P 
11. Twain s topped smoking t h e  f i r s t  time on h i s  d o c t o r ' s  
adv ice .  T P 
12.Mark Twain's  d o c t o r  t o l d  him t o  
a)  g i v e  up smoking and d r ink ing .  
b)  moderate h i s  bad h a b i t s .  
c)  d r i n k  two ho t  s c o t c h e s  eve ry  n i g h t .  
d)  e a t  t h i n g s  t h a t  d i d n ' t  a g r e e  wi th  each o t h e r .  
13. Mark Twain told his doctor that he only drank scotch 
to prevent toothache. T P 
14. Mark Twain never suffered from toothaches. T F 
15. Mark Twain said that he couldn't follow the doctor's 
advice because 
a) he never intended to have a toothache. 
b) he couldn't cut out the things he liked 
entirely. 
c) he lacked the willpower. 
d) he was too discouraged. 






17. After his cure. Mark Twain never drank scotch againT F 





19. Mark Twain was not enthusiastic about exploring 
Honolulu. T F 
20. Mark Twain was told that the best way to explore 
Honolulu was to rent a horse. T P 
21. Mark Twain asked for a fast horse. T F 





23. Mark Twain's horse was very slow. T F 
24. As he was riding along. Mark Twain fell asleep. T F 
25. Mark Twain rode up a valley. T F 
26. Mark Twain and h i s  ho r se  came t o  a  beach 
a)  a t  noon. 
b)  i n  t h e  a f t e rnoon .  
c)  i n  t h e  evening.  
d)  a t  midnight.  
27. Mark Twain n o t i c e d  some young l a d i e s  
a )  sunbathing.  
b)  swimming. 
c )  washing t h e i r  c l o t h e s .  
d)  s u r f i n g .  
28. The l a d i e s  t h a t  Mark Twain saw were wearing 
a )  ba th ing  s u i t s .  
b) d r e s s e s .  
c) n a t i v e  costume. 
d )  no c l o t h e s  a t  a l l .  
29. Mark Twain s a t  on t h e  young l a d i e s '  c l o t h e s .  
30. Twain wanted t o  
a )  see t h e  l a d i e s  o u t  of  t h e  water .  
b)  t a k e  p i c t u r e s  of  t h e  l a d i e s .  
c) g e t  t h e  l a d i e s '  c l o t h e s .  
d) r a c e  t h e  l a d i e s .  
31. Mark Twain s a y s  t h a t  he  asked t h e  l a d i e s  t o  s t o p  
t h e i r  a c t i v i t i e s  because 
a)  he saw a  shark .  
b) he wanted t o  buy t h e i r  c l o t h e s .  
c)  he cou ld  see a  s torm coming. 
d) he thought  t h e  s ea  was r i s i n g .  
32. The l a d i e s  s topped  what t h e y  were doing when Mark 
Twain begged them t o .  T  F 
33. Mark Twain s a y s  t h a t  he  thought  t h a t  t h e  young l a d i e s  
were i n  danger.  T  F 
34. Mark Twain t h i n k s  t h a t  a  ho r se  is n o t  a s  good f o r  
g a t h e r i n g  news a s  a  man. T  F 
35. The ho r se  apppeared t o  be  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  t h e  
young l a d i e s ,  too.  T  F 
36. Mark Twain was a  
a )  p o l i t i c i a n .  
b)  t r a v e l  agent .  
c)  r e p o r t e r .  
d) doc to r .  
LECTURE 3 
HYPNOTISM 
1. The lecture is about the of hypnotism 
a) history 
b) modern uses 
c) sport- 
d) dangers 
2. The popular idea of hypnotism is reasonably accurate. 
T F 
3. Hypnotism is really just 
a) a method of relaxing the mind and body. 
b) an act performed on stage by professional 
magicians. 
c) putting people to sleep and making them do 
unusual things. 
d) a religious ceremony such as those performed 
by Buddhists and Sufis. 
4. The practice of hypnotism began in Greece. T P 
5. Hypnotism is years old. 
a)  a hundred 
b) hundreds of 
c) a thousand 
d) thousands of 
6. Hypnotism has developed since ancient times. T F 
7. Hypnotism is of little use in this modern age. T P 
8. People go to hypnotists for fun and entertainment. T F 
9. A hypnotist gives his clients ideas to think ab0ut.T P 
10. Hypnotists sometimes give people drugs to help them 
relax. T P 
11. A hypnotist asks his patient to 
a) concentrate on one thought. 
b) relax. 
c) both a) and b) 
dl none of the above. 
12. One baseball player went to a hypnotist because he had 
problems 
a) hitting the ball. 
b) throwing the ball. 
c) catching the ball. 
d) seeing the ball. 
13. The baseball player was once injured by a ball which 





14. The baseball player who went to the hypnotist had 
become afraid of the ball. T F 
15. The hypnotist made the baseball player remember all 
the times he had failed to hit the ball. T F 
16. After visiting a hypnotist the baseball player began 
to play better. T F 
17. Hypnotism is not used successfully with 
a) drug addicts and alcoholics. 
b) suspected criminals. 
c) witnesses to accidents or crimes. 
dl tobacco smokers. 
18. The police do not ask hypnotists to help them solve 
crimes. T F 
19. Hypnotism can help people remember details of 
automobile accidents. T F 
20. People who are hypnotized do not tell lies. T F 
21. Even when they are hypnotized, people can make 
mistake. T F 
22. Hypnotized people remember only what they think they 
saw. T F 
23. If you have a good reason to, you can hide the truth 
when you are hypnotized. T F 
24. Hypnotized people cannot be made to do 
things they would not normally do in public. T F 
25. A hypnotized person can be persuaded that he is alone. 
T F 
26. It is impossible to hypnotize yourself. T F 
27. The purpose of many oriental meditation techniques is 
to relax the mind. T F 
28. Self-hypnosis is not like any religious practices. T F 
29. The speaker believes that hypnotism can be used as 
a kind of psychiatric treatment. T F 
30. Hypnotism can help one to focus on one particular 
thought. T F 
31. The lecturer believes in the necessity of 
a) Zen Buddhism. 
b) mental relaxation. 
c) physical relaxation. 
d) both b) and c ) .  
LECTURE 4 
CONTROL OF DATA 
New ways of handling information have changed our 
everyday lives. T l? 
The coming of the computer has not improved our 





Computers can prevent accidents. T F 
Computers can save your life if you have a rare blood 
group. T F 
The use of computers has increased worries about the 
control of information. T F 
One example of an area in which computers have caused 
problems is in 
a) finding blood donors. 
b) controling medical records. 
c) making airline and hotel reservations. 
d) doing business. 
The lecturer probably believes that employers should 
be given all of a potential employees medical records. 
T F 
8. A man from St. Louis lost a job offer because of old 
medical records. T F 
9. Personal information in computers is automatically 
kept up to date. T F 
10. When he was nineteen, a certain businessman 
a) lied about his age to get a job. 
b) borrowed some money from his employer without 
telling anyone. 
c) was late paying back money he borrowed. 
d) paid by check although he had no money in his 
account. 
11. Seven years after making a mistake, one businessman 
was 
a) refused credit. 
b) fired from his job. 
c) made to pay a fine. 
d) arrested. 
12. Freedom of information means that government 
departments should give information about individual 
people to anyone who asks for it. T F 
13. Many people would consider passing information about 
themselves from one department to another an invasion 
of their privacy. T F 
14. The individual's right to privacy means that 
government departments should not be permitted to store 
information about individuals in their computer banks. 
T F 
15. Credit information about individuals is kept in credit 
agency computers for a very long time. T F 
16. Some countries have passed laws making it more 
difficult to get information about individuals from 
government departments. T F 
Some countries do not have laws regarding access to 
data because 
a) they have decided that they do not need them. 
b) they are still looking at proposed laws. 
c) they know that such laws are impossible to 
enÂ orce. 
d) they consider such laws an invasion of 
privacy. 
18. Sweden probably has more experience with computer 
privacy laws than any other country. T F 
19. The American public is very concerned about privacyT F 
20. In the U.S., the Freedom of Information Act and the 






21. U.S. laws regarding access to information are aimed at 
all federal records, not just those in computer 
banks. T F 
22. Individual Americans still cannot find out what 
information federal agencies have about them. T F 
23. The U.S. Internal Revenue Service is little affected 
by laws designed to protect the individual's right to 
privacy. T F 
24. It is unlikely that any new laws about the use of 
computers will be passed in the 0.S.A. T F 
25. The quality of customer relations can get worse when a 
business gets computerized. T F 
26. Crimes involving computers are increasing. T F 
LECTURE 5 
THE RIGHT TO DIE 
1. The young man in the play was a doctor. 
2. The young man in the play could not 
a) see anything. 
b) breathe. 
c) think, hear or speak. 
d) use either his arms or legs. 
3. The young man in the play wanted to die. 
4. The doctors agreed to let him die. 
5. One q u e s t i o n  t h e  p l a y  does  n o t  b r i n g  up is 
a )  how do d o c t o r s  dec ide  when a  pe r son  is dead? 
b) who should  pay t h e  c o s t s  of  l i f e  s u p p o r t  
machines? 
c) who should  make l i f e  and d e a t h  d e c i s i o n s  f o r  
t h e  i n c u r a b l y  i l l ?  
d) what should  be  done wi th  p a t i e n t s  who w i l l  
never  g e t  b e t t e r ?  
6. Doctors  a r e  n o t  s u r e  what t o  do abou t  people  who a r e  
i n c u r a b l y  ill. T F 
7. The l e c t u r e r  a s k s  you t o  suppose t h a t  your f a t h e r  
has  been s e r i o u s l y  i n j u r e d  and is i n  a  coma. T F 
8. A q u e s t i o n  t h e  l e c t u r e r  does  n o t  ask  d i r e c t l y  is 
a)  do you t h i n k  your f a t h e r  is dead? 
b)  do you want your f a t h e r  kep t  a l i v e  w i th  
machines? 
c)  do you t h i n k  your f a t h e r  w i l l  e v e r  wake up 
aga in?  
d)  do you want t h e  d o c t o r s  t o  l e t  your f a t h e r  
d i e ?  
9. An unconscious  person cannot  t h ink .  T F 
10.  Machines cannot  keep a  person a l i v e  i f  h i s  b r a i n  is 
dead. T F 
11. A person i n  a coma cannot  speak o r  hea r .  T F 
12. A person  i n  a  coma w i l l  never  wake up aga in .  T F 
13.  A coma can r e s u l t  from an a c c i d e n t .  T F 
1 4 .  Most people  a g r e e  t h a t  r e l a t i v e s  should  be  a b l e  t o  
t e l l  d o c t o r s  t o  l e t  someone d i e .  T P 
15. Dr. Burns works i n  a  h o s p i t a l  i n  a  small town. T F 
16.  Dr. Burns t h i n k s  t h a t  d o c t o r s  should  l e t  a p a t i e n t  d i e  
when 
a )  he  is ve ry  s i c k  and c a n ' t  g e t  b e t t e r .  
b)  h i s  b r a i n  is dead. 
c )  h i s  r e l a t i v e s  have no money. 
d)  he cannot  speak o r  hear.  
17. Dr. Burns b e l i e v e s  t h a t  t h e  f ami ly  of a  pe r son  i n  a  
coma should  be  a l lowed t o  make d e c i s i o n s  f o r  him. T F 
18. Dr. Burns t h i n k s  t h a t  keeping someone a l i v e  w i th  
machines when t h e r e  is l i t t l e  hope of t h e i r  recovery  is 
t o o  expensive.  T F 
19.  Dr. Burns t h i n k s  t h a t  d o c t o r s ,  h o s p i t a l s  and machines 
should h e l p  a l l  p a t i e n t s .  T F 
20. The reasons  t h a t  Dr. Burns g i v e s  f o r  h i s  views a r e  
t h a t  
a )  medical  s t a f f  and equipment should  o n l y  h e l p  
p a t i e n t s  who can g e t  b e t t e r .  
b) people  c l o s e  t o  t h e  p a t i e n t  s u f f e r  when he is 
kep t  a l i v e .  
c )  The s i c k  person  is going t o  d i e  anyway. 
d)  a l l  of t h e  above. 
21. D r .  Burns b e l i e v e s  t h a t  machines o n l y  prolong t h e  
s u f f e r i n g  of t h e  pe r son  i n  a coma. T F 
22. Pam Roland 's  b r o t h e r  was k i l l e d  i n  a t r a f f i c  a c c i d e n t  
n i n e  y e a r s  ago. T F 
23. Pam Roland d i s a g r e e s  comple te ly  wi th  Dr. Burns. T F 
24. Pam t h i n k s  t h a t  d o c t o r s  should  t r y  t o  s ave  everyone! F 
25. Pam b e l i e v e s  t h a t  d o c t o r s  can p r e d i c t  whether a person 
w i l l  d i e  o r  not .  T F 
26. Pam Roland b e l i e v e s  t h a t  
a )  no one can d e c i d e  when someone should  d i e .  
b) i t ' s  a d o c t o r ' s  d u t y  t o  s a v e  l i v e s .  
c )  both a )  and b ) .  
d )  n e i t h e r  a )  nor  b ) .  
27. Pam b e l i e v e s  t h a t  i t ' s  t h e  h o s p i t a l ' s  job t o  s a v e  
money . T F 
28. The reason Pam g i v e s  f o r  h e r  b e l i e f s  is t h a t  
a )  d o c t o r s  were mis taken about  her  b r o t h e r .  
b)  d o c t o r s  know i f  a p a t i e n t  w i l l  d i e .  
c)  d o c t o r s  have wives and f a m i l i e s .  
d) none of t h e  above. 
- LECTURE 6 
THE EGYPTIAN PYRAMIDS: HOUSES OF ETERNITY 
1. Most people  f i n d  t h e  pyramids d i f f i c u l t  t o  exp1ain.T P 
2. Much s t i l l  remains of t 
Pharaohs. 
;he g r e a t  c  i t i es  of t h e  
T  F 
3. Among t h e  r u i n s  of t h e  a n c i e n t  Egyptian c i t i e s  we can 
s t i l l  see some of t h e i r  
a)  temples.  
b)  s t a t u e s .  
c)  pyramids 
d )  a l l  of  t h e  above. 
4. The c i v i l i z a t i o n  of Ancient  Egypt l a s t e d  f o r  more than  
a )  10  c e n t u r i e s .  
b)  20 c e n t u r i e s .  
c) 30 c e n t u r i e s .  
d)  40 c e n t u r i e s .  
5. The c u l t u r e  of Ancient  Egypt was based on t h e i r  b e l i e f  
a )  l i f e  a f t e r  dea th .  
b)  one god. 
c)  t h e  i n f l u e n c e  of t h e  sun and t h e  moon. 
d)  animal  gods. 
e nob le s  and k ings  of Ancient  Egypt were most 
preoccupied wi th  
a )  wars. 
b)  f ami ly  l i f e .  
c) t h e  a f t e r l i f e .  
d)  a f f a i r s  of  s t a t e .  
7. The Egyptian r o y a l  fami ly  and s t a t e  o f f i c i a l s  s t a r t e d  
i n  m i d l i f e  t o  p r e p a r e  f o r  t h e i r  l i f e  a f t e r  death .  T  P 
8. The pharaohs  were b u r i e d  d i f f e r e n t l y  from t h e i r  
f ami ly  members. T  F 
9. The k i n g s  and queens and s ta te  o f f i c i a l s  of  Ancient  
Egypt p repared  f o r  t h e i r  l i f e  a f t e r  d e a t h  by 
a )  doing c h a r i t a b l e  works. 
b)  e a t i n g  s p e c i a l  foods.  
c )  f i g h t i n g  t h e i r  enemies. 
d)  c o l l e c t i n g  t h i n g s  t o  p u t  i n  t h e i r  tombs. 
10.  The a n c i e n t  Egypt ians  b e l i e v e d  t h a t  i f  someone's dead 
body were preserved  from decay he would have an  
a f t e r l i f e .  T  F 
11. An ancient Egyptian believed that his soul would die 
unless 
a) a tomb was built for his corpse. 
b) his body was preserved from decay. 
c) valuable gifts were given to the priests. 
d) he perormed charitable works. 
12. When an Egyptian died, his body was 
a) specially treated and wrapped in cloth. 
b) burnt and the ashes kept by his family. 
c) put in a special bag and sunk in the Nile 
river. 
d) dressed in his finest clothes and put on 
display. 
13. The Pharaohs bodies were embalmed to preserve them 
from decay. T P 
14. When an Egyptian's body was embalmed it was filled 
with a liquid. T F 
15. The specially treated and wrapped up corpse of an 
ancient Egyptian is ,called a 




16. The ancient Egyptians sometimes killed the dead 
Pharaoh's servants and put them in his tomb. T F 
17. The Pharaohs believed that they could enter the 
afterlife accompanied by 
a) food and clothing. 
b) furniture. 
c) weapons. 
d) all of the above. 
18. In the expression, "You can't take it with you when 
you go," the "it" refers to a person's material 
possessions. T P 
19. The Pharaohs built vast pyramids so that everyone 
would know where their bodies and possessions were 
buried. T I? 
20. The pyramids were constructed as 
a) military defences. 
b) burial places. 
c) religious temples. 
d) palaces. 
21. The Pharaohs had pyramids built in order to 
a) make it easy to find their bodies. 
b) protect their bodies from being destroyed. 
c) observe the sun, moon and planets. 
d) give jobs to a large population. 
22. Instead of pyramids, the later Pharaohs constructed 
underground burial places. T F 
23, Grave robbers could not find the underground tombs of 
the later Pharaohs. T F 
24. Grave robbers broke into the pyramids of Giza. T F 
25. Only the 3 great pyramids of Giza can now be seen. T F 
26. According to the speaker, it is obvious why the 
Pharaohs wanted to hide their bodies and possessions. 
T F 
27. The lecturer sees the pyramids as symbols of man's 
a) need to prove his abilities. 
b) desire for spectacular buildings. 
c) search for complete security. 
d) attempts to find immortality. 
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